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I. INTRODUCTION 
The SAIL non-avionics math models are required to support verification o f  the 
Ascent Ops 1 Avionics Configuration, On-Orbit Ops 2 Avionics Configuration, 
Entry Ops 3 Configuration, and the Backup Flight System. The non-avionics 
subsystems math models resident in the GTS and/or the STS and their applica- 
tion to testing each o f  the Ops configurations are summarized in Table I, 
The STS math models, with the exception of the RCS/OMS model, are implemented 
in the Ground Standard Interface Unit (GSIU) and interface with the flight 
critical MDMs, Development Flight Instrumentation (DFI) MOM and Operational 
Instrumentation (01) MOMS via Signal Termination Modules (STMs). The RCS/OMS 
model output static parameter is implemented via Test Language in the 
Display and Control Module (DCM). The STS math models output only those 
measurements that are acquired by the flight software or are required for 
dedicated displays. Operational Instrumentation and Development F1 ight 
Instrumentation measurements that are down1 inked cnly are not provided by 
the math models. 
The GTS math models simulate only those subsystems, or portions of subsystems, 
that interface with the flight critical data bus and that are required to 
support GN&C testing. All instrumentation measurements nominally .iannelized 
in the 01 MOMS and DFI MDMs are static parameters loaded in the GTS Non- 
avionics Simulator (NAS) and are outputted directly to the PCM Master Unit. 
The NAS will pravide all 01 and DFI parameters to be downlinked during OFT 1 
flight. Functional interfaces of the STS and GTS non-avionics simulator are 
shown in figure 1. 
11. PURPOSE 
The purpose of this report is to provide a single source document for consistently 
control ling approved changes to the non-avionics math models. When changes 
are approved, change pages will be released and a change status page will 
accompany each change release. The change status page should be incorporated 
behind the signature page and will provide a history of all changes to this 
JSC report. The form o f  this change sheet is provided in the specified 
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I I I. DISCUSSION 
The basel ined SAIL non-avionics math model requirements are provided i n  
Appendix A through L. Future approved S C R ' s  w i l l  be ident i f ied on the Change 
Status Sheet which will be released with the revised math model pages and the 
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1 .O  - 1NTROOUCTIO~l 
The Shutt le Avionics Integrat ion Laboratory (SAIL) consists o f  a Shut t le  Test 
Stat ion (STS) and a GN&C Test Stat ion (GTS). 
use math models t o  simulate many o f  the shut t le  systems for which hardware 
has not been provided. 
models since they do not simulate the shut t le 's  avionic systems. The non- 
avionic models are needed t o  supply data f o r  on-board softwa-e processing, 
t o  d r i v e  cockpit displays, and t o  respond t o  shutt le. commands, whether they 
be f r o m  the cockpit switches or from the General Purpose Computers (GPC's). 
Both o f  these t e s t  s ta t ions 
A group o f  these models are termed "non-avionic" 
Because the STS and the GTS are configured d i f f e r e n t l y ,  the non-avionic math 
models needed t o  support each t e s t  s ta t ion  are shown below: 
Non-Avionic tlath flodel STS GTS 
APU/Hydraul i c s  * 
Main Propulsion System 
RCS/OMS * 
Fuel Cell  /Cryogenics * 
ATMOS Revi t a l  /Water Loops 
AMOS R e v i  t a l  /Press Control - A i r lock  
Active Thermal Control 
Smoke Detection * 
Water/Waste Mgt. * 
ET/ORB FWD SEP PYROS * 
ET UMB COUT Door/Latch * 
Vent Mors * 
* 
Where the same math model i s  needed i s  both t e s t  stat ions, the math model 
requirements document i s  divided i n t o  a STS section and a GTS section, so 
t h a t  unique t e s t  s ta t ion  requirements may be ident i f ied .  
1.1 SHUTTLE TEST STATION (STS) 
Wher. the TOC Display and Control Module (DCM) operator depresses the "SYS 
LORD" key, the model programs, which are stored on the Fixed Head Disk i n  
the DCM, a r e  automatical ly loaded I n t o  the GSIU. 
activated and terminated by DCtl t e s t  language statements. While the models 
The models are then 
are operating i n  the GSIU, the DCM operator i s  able t o  i n h i b i t  one, a l l ,  o r  
any conbination o f  model outputs w i t h  t e s t  language statements. 
the DCH operator w i th  control  o f  output parameter values when off-nominal 
conditions are desired. To s imp l i f y  the models and ease the processing load 
on supporting tes t  equipment, the model requirements def ine nominal condit ions 
only. Further, analog values f o r  output parameters change i n  step fashion 
when responding to  inputs, except when spec i f i c  change rates f o r  p a r t i c u l a r  
parameters are required. The DCH operator i s  a lso able t o  a l t e r  the value 
that  the model uses t o  generate parameter outputs. This al lows the DCM 
o w r a t o r  t o  adjust  output parameter values as needed t o  s a t l s f y  various missicn 
phases. 
This provides 
When the model i s  activated, i t  sha l l  check the input s t i m u l i  and s h a l l  provide 
appropriate output measurement values. 
output data when the input  s t imu l i  changes. Bus a c t i v i t y  i s  then minimal during 
those mission phases when the s t i m u l i  remains constant. However, the GSIU 
operating system may require a c y c l i c  model program i n  which case the model 
output r a t e  shal l  be once per second. 
1.2 GNlC TEST STATIOFI (GTS) 
I t  i s  preferred t h a t  the model provide 
To s imp l i f y  the models and ease the prqcessing load on supporting t e s t  equip- 
ment, the model requirements speci fy nominal condit lons only, Analog values 
for output parameters change when input  values d ic ta te  a change, o r  when the 
t e s t  operator manually sets parameter values. Because GTS has an incomplete 
set  of cockpi t  switches, some switch inputs used i n  STS must be entered i n  
GTS by the simulator operator. This method allows the use o f  the same l o g i c  
f o r  STS and GTS. 
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-2.0 DETAILED REQUIRE!:ENTS 
This model simulates those functions o f  the Aux i l i a ry  Powcr U n i t  (APU) and the 
Hydraulics (tIY0) subsystem t h z t  are i n  the Orbi ter .  To s i m p l i f y  the model, 
on ly  those subsystem functions needed t o  support test ing of the Shut t le  av ion ics 
system are provided. 
The model receives s t imu l i  from one source, the f l i g h t  system v i a  the Signal 
Termination Module (STM); the model provides output parameter values t o  the 
f l j g h t  system v i a  the STM. Figure 1 i l l u s t r a t e s  the data f low i n  and ou t  of the 
model. Tables 1 and 2 l i s t  the input s t i m u l i  and output measurements. 
In ternal  t o  the model !s consider-ble "cross-talk" between the AW and the HYD 
areas. An attempt was made t o  ktep these two areas separate f o r  modular simplicity. 
The "cross-talk" involved here i s  transparent t o  the user and require: no special 
condit ioning. 
2.1 FUNCTIONAL CHARACTERISTICS 
2.1.1 Apu 
The APU subsystem consists of three APU packages prov id ing . the  mechanical pwer 
necessary t o  d r i v e  the main hydraul ic pumps. Inputs from the f l i g h t  system (FS) 
drive the  model t o  simulate a dedicated contro l  u n i t  f o r  each APU, which w i l l  
maintain the selected speed and, i n  the event o f  the l i m i t i n g  condit ions being 
exceeded, w i l l  automatical ly shut the uni t  down. Override cont ro l  i s  provided by 
a e m  switch. 
- 
The APU turbine dr ives  the  gearbox which i n  turn d r i v -  the 
main hydraul ic pump. Figure 2 is ,a  functional diagram o f  the APU system. a :  
2.1*2 HYD 
The hydraul ic pump i s  dr iven by the APU, and the speed i s  dependent upon whether 
input  s t i m u l i  i s  selected t c  Normal o r  High spzed mode. Hydraulic power i s  
supplied t o  aerosurface controls (elevons, ruddir, body f lap,  and speedbrake), 
landing gear, wheel brakes, and nosewheel steerjng. Figure 3 i s  a funct ional  
diagram of the HYD system. 
Hydraulic f l u f d  must be cooled during main pump operation; and, therefore, the 
d e l  simulates a water b o i l e r  which removes heat fran the system f l u i d .  
When the APU's are shut down ( id le ) ,  a c i r c u l a t i o n  pump maintains f l u f d  c i r c u l a t i o n  
t o  prevent freezing. 
A reservojr  and nitrogen pressurized accumulator are also a p a r t  o f  the system, and 
the model simulates these 1/0 parameters also. 
-
The hydraul ic subsystem incorporates functional redundancy. This redundancy f s 
obtained by switching valves which provide the capab i l i t y  for any one o f  the sub- 
systems connected t o  the switching valves t o  supply the func t ion  i n  the event of 







Figure 3.- Hydraulic system (typical for systems 1, 2, and 3).  
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A l l  inputs t o  the model are f rom the FS addressable a t  the W4. These s t imu l i  
are acted upon i r m d i a t e l y  a t  model execution without regard t o  time, and 
condittons are s i w l a t c d  i n  a step funct ion manner, For exanple: APU fue l  
- w i l l  always be shown as maximum quant i ty (pressure) and w i l l  not be depleted 
wi th  time. Any time dependent inputs must be up-linked from the TOC-DCM as an 
abnormality (or parameter value change) i n  accordance w i th  the GSIU Operating 
For the sake o f  s impl ic i ty ,  the model w i l l  do no fau l t  detection of st imul i ,  
but w i l l  ac t  upon i t  as received from the FS. Therefore, any f a u l t  inser t ion  
must include changes t o  a l l  affected parameters i n  order t o  obtain a r e a l i s t i c  . 
wsponse fram the model 
A l l  subsystem output i s  simulated by the model i n  accordance with s t imu l i  from 
the FS. A l l  measurements are made avai lable t o  Systems Management (SM) and 
Fault Detection and Annunciation (FDA) as required. 
system. ’. 
b ,- 
The s t imu l i  i den t i f i ca t i on  numbers used are coded t o  provide the following 
Information a t  the SAIL f l i g h t  cable/SSE/C70-1140 cable set  interface. 
K S O P X X X - X  




Exceptions t o  t h i s  code are those s t imu l i  with a l e t t e r  f o r  the connector number 
where the connector number i s  unknown. Also.the s t imul i  which canes from the 
OW instead o f  the f l i g h t  cable do not agree w i th  t h i s  code. Signal Termination 
M u l e  (STM) addresses f o r  both s t imul i  and measurements are y e t  t o  be defined. 
2.2 DCM UPLINK 
The only values passed from the DCM w i l l  be those which involve output suppression 
and f a u l t  inser t ion  i n  accordance w i th  the GSIU Operating System and are not  a 
part o f  t h i s  document. 
i b l l  
2.3 IN IT IAL IZATION. REQUIREMENTS 
Refer to Table 2 ent i t led "Measurement Output from APU/HYD Model" for 
i n i t i a l i z a t i o n  requirements. 
2.4 TERMINATION REQUIREMENTS 
None. 
There exists a requirenent for s o m  measurenents w i th in  the model t o  r e f l e c t  a 
nominal, t!i/Low, and o f f  condition. The condi t ion i s  determined by (a) the 
system runr'7 nomal ly,  (b) the system being id le ,  but  the c i rcu la t ion  putiips 
- running, and 'i c )  a l l  functions i n  an off node. There i s  also the requirement 
for the niodel t o  be capable of functioning i n  a triple-redundant mode. 
I n  order t o  best show these requirements, the following c r i t e r i a  were se t  up 




2 .5 .4  
i = 1, 2, 3 
Where (i) represents the system; APU1, APU2, o r  AW3, 
respect i vel  y . 
a 1 I + 3, y = i - 1 
These relationships welp establ ished for s imp l ic i t y  and 
ease o f  representing l o g i c  f low diagrams within this 
requirements package. 
K =  1, 2, 3 
Where (K) represents the condi t ion ex is t ing for the 
system, ie: 
1 = Nominal Mode 
2 - Circulat ion Pumps On 
3 = Id le  Mode 
The value K i s  then used t o  f i n d  the correct measuremerlt 
value needed t o  re f lect  the proper conditions. These 
measurement values w i l l  be found i n  Table 2 ent i t led,  
"Measurement Output from APU/HYD Model ' I .  
NOTE: The flow diagrams refer  t o  the value tables i n  
thef 01 1 owing manner : 
MEAS. = Value (K) 
Where MEAS. i s  the output measurement. 
VALUE i s  one o f  three possible values for that  
p a r t  i cul a r  MEAS. 
( K )  i s  a pointer that  shows which o f  the three 
values i s  applied. 
EXAMPLE: V58T0101A = VALUE (2)  = 4OoF 
TURBINE SPEED (V46ROi35A)>O = APU i RUN MODE 
TURBINE SPEED (V46R0i35A)~O = APU i IDLE MODE 
A-1 3 
2.5.5 APU Turbine. Overspeed or  Underspeed Coneitions 
As described i n  paragraph 2.1.3, the model siriulates nominal conditions only, 
and when off-nominal conditions are required they must be entered by the 
operator a t  the DCM console. Such i s  the case when simulating APU turbine 
overspeed or  underspeed, except the model output i n h i b i t  function a t  the DCM . 
i s  not necessary. The s i x  DCM input comnands l i s t e d  i n  table 1 w i l l  cause 
the appropriate output measurements t o  change, thereby simulating an overspeec! 
or underspeed condition. When the DCM comnands are zero, nominal conditions 
are produced by the model. 
A-14 
2.5.6 BFS MEASUREMENTS 
The hydraulic measurements listed i n  the following table are used by the 
Back-up F1 ight System (BFS). These measurements a re  processed differently 
than the ones l is ted i n  paragraph 2.5.6. The MDM i n p u t  voltage for the BFS 
measurements must be converted to F l i g h t  System (FS) counts before the 
polynomial equation defined i n  paragraph 2.5.6 may be used. The conversion 
to  FS counts must take i n t o  account two factors: 
0 One factor i s  t h a t  5 volts into the MDM is equal t o  500 FS counts, o r  
100 counts per volt. 








Consequently, the voltage provided by the STM t o  the i n p u t  o f  the MDM must 
be multiplied by (100) and by (64), before the polynomial equation i n  
paragraph 2.5.6 may be used for  BFS calculations. 
T 0 . c  . BFS MEAS COEFFICIENTS FLIGHT 
SYSTEM 
EU COUNTS !UT VDC A3 A2 A1 
120 532 2.60 -- -- 0.01171875 -75 120 
126 
132 
138 1 1 I :li 
126 548 2.68 0 -  -- 
132 565 2.76 -- -- 
138 581 2.84 -- -- 
144 597 2.92 -- -- 
AO EU 
GSIU G S I U  DM TN- 
150 614 3.00 I -- -- 
I 
EXAMPLE : 
MDM INPUT VOLTAGE FOR V58T0830A = 2.6 VDC 
2.6 X 100 X 64 = 16640 = X 
EU - 120 EU = A I X  + A. = 0.01171875 (16640) + (-75) 
a-1 5 
2.5.7 APU HEATER THERMAL SWITCHES 
Certain APU heaters are controlled by thermal switches i n  the APU controller. 
For simplification of the APU math model the operation o f  the thermal switches 
and the cycling o f  heatrr temperatures are not simulated, b u t  instead the 
thermal switches are simulated closed and heater temperatures are a furction 
o f  heater power only. The control logic f o r  the thermal switches resides i n  
the f l i g h t  systm Load Controller Assembly (LCA) hardware; therzfcre, the 
APU math  model must send "thermal switch on" signals t o  +he LZA. T C .  CA then 
power switch is "ON". Since the thermal switch signals to  the LCA 7 
math model do not have MML ID numbers, pseudo numbers have been assigned, 
reference Table 2 - pages A-45 and A-46. 
transmits a heater power signal t o  the APU math model whenever the .- r 
*:he 
A-1 6 
2.6 ANALOG MEASUREMENTS 
Values shown i n  the math model flowcharts are i n  GSIU counts for  a l l  analog 
measurements. The math model values are seen by the f l i g h t  system as 0 to 5 
VDC i n p u t s .  The f l i g h t  system then converts these i n p u t  voltages to engineer- 
ing units using onr o f  the two types of scaling equations discussed i n  
Sections 2.6.1 and  2.6.2. The GSIU math model count values (or the count 
valws entered a t  the DCM by the t e s t  operator) must consider the scaling 
computation done la te r  by the f l i g h t  software, so that  correct f l i g h t  system 
engineering u n i t  values are obtained for f a u l t  detection and annunciation 
(FDA), and f-r cockpit displays.  The following two sections, 2.6.1 and 
2.6.2; describe the scaling equations which apply to this model. Section 
2.6.1 describes the scaling equation for masurements which require the 
polynomial conversion method. Section 2.6.2 describes the scaling equation 
for measurements which require the range limit conversion method which was 
used on STS-1. 
2.6. A POLYNOMIAL CONVERSION METHOD 
The scaling polynomial equation used by the f l i g h t  s:,stem is defined i n  the 
SM FSSR. The general form of the equation is  given as follows: 
FSEU = A. + !fX + A2X 2 + A3X 3 
where: FSEU = f l i g h t  system engineering units 
X = 1'1 i g h t  system i n p u t  voltage 
Ao, AI, A2, Ag = scaling polynomial coefficients 
A-1 7 
The fol lowing example shows the step by step procedure f o r  converting analog 
wasurements from f l i g h t  system engineering uni ts  (FSEU) t o  GSIU counts. This 
procedure may be used to calculate GSIU count values for fau l t  inser t ion a t  
the DCM. 
Exampl e : 
For measurement no. V63R1100A, convert FSEU value = 2288 t o  GSIU counts. 
Step 1: 
In  the SM FSSR, look up the measurement no. (V63R1100A) wi th in  the "Sm Data 
Requirements - Subsystems Displays" table. The measurement no. w i l l  appear 
on two consecutive pages as follows: page A w i l l  show engineering units, 
range low  value and range high value, while page B w i l l  show the scal ing poly- 
nomial coeff ic ients ( label led Ao, Al, A,, A3) followed by curve order, indepen- 
t o  do t h i s  example conversion, and w i l l  be referred to i n  the following 
discussion. 
-dent variable, and STS f l i g h t  no. The values on page B w i l l  be o f  prime in terest  
Step 2: 
The coeff ic ients w i l l  be used i n  the scaling polynomial: 
= A. + AIX + A2X 2 + A3X 3 
FSEU 
Solve the following scaling polynomial f o r  X: 
2288 = 443.167 + 851,956X - 143.904X2 + 12.246X3 
so X = 3.846 169 
Step 3: 
Notice the independent variable column label led IND VR equals 2 f o r  measurement 
no. V63R1100A. The 2 specifies that  the independent variable X o f  the scaling 
polynomial i s  defined on a range o f  0 t o  5 VDC. So X = 3.846 VDC. 
I t  i s  of in terest  t o  note that  i f  IND VR had been equal t o  0, X would have 
been defined on a range o f  0 t o  1023 PCM integer counts i n  which case X would 
be equal t o  4 PCM counts, i.e. 3,846 r' Jed t o  the nearest integer. 
However, i n  the example being worked, X i s  def+ I .  * e t t  ; dnd X = 3.846 VDC. 
Step 4: 
Noh t o  convert X VDC to  CSIU  counts, evaluate the fol lowing equation which 
shows the re la t ionsh ip  between X and GSIU counts: 
GSIL' counts =[x (lOF)] , rounded t o  the nearest integer 
where K = 5, for  X defined as  VDC (IND VR = 2) and 
K = 500, f o r  X defined as PCFI counts ( IND VR = 0). 
For the example. evaluate: 
GSIU counts = rounded t o  the nearest integer 
Therefore, GSIU counts = 787 counts. 
Note tha t  since GSIU counts are always rounded t o  the nearest integer, small 
changes w i l l  possibly occur i n  the values o f  X and consequently FSEu, when 
the reverse 
shows : 
X u  
X =  
calculat ions are made during t e s t  operations, as the fo l lowing 
GSIU counts I K 
SO X = 3.846529 
And 
2 3 = 443.167 + 851.956X - 143.904X + 12.246X 
= 443.167 + 851.956(3,548) - 143.904(3.848)2 + 12.246 (3.848)3 FSEU FSEU 
FSEU = 2288.017 
Hence when 787 GSIII counts i s  inserted f o r  measurement no. V63R1100A. a value 
of 2268.017 FSEU w i l l  resu l t .  
2.6.2 RANGE LIMIT CONVERSION METHOD 
Several analog measurements in this model are calculated according to the 
range 1 imi t conversion method, instead o f  the polynomial conversion method 
as described in Section 2.6.1 of this document. The form o f  the scaling 
equation for these cases is given as follows: 
FSEU = Low + GSIUCrS (High - Lou) 
-‘rD23 
where: FSEU = flight system engineering units 
GSIUcTs = GSIU math model count values 
Low = Range low limit 
High = Range high limit 
The following table shows a sample data value for each measurement which 
requires this type o f  calculation. The measurement I.D. is shown along with 
high and low values f o r  the parameter range. The FS column shows the data 
value in flight system engineering units calculated from the GSIU counts 
marked CTS in the table. These measurements are marked with an asterisk (*) 








































































3.0 LOGIC FLOW DIAGRAHS 
The log ic  f l o w  diagram i s  made up o f  interconnected l ines, boxes, decisiorts, 
and offpage connectors. Notice that  where analog measurements are l i s t e d  i n  
boxes and decisions, the value inside the box i s  i n  f l i g h t  system engineering 
un i ts  (FSEU) while the corresponding GSIU count value i s  l i s t e d  outside the 




shows that  V45PllOOA i s  set equal t o  626 FSEU which i s  equivalent t o  534 
GSIUCTS shown outside the box. 
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4.1 INPL, 5iA:NLI LIST 
Table 1 lists input st imul i  t o  the APU/HYD model in terms o f  
ID numbers, nomenclature, stimuli source, address and range of 
measurement. 
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i m 3c: 
4.2 OUTPUT MEASURENENT LIST -
Table 2 l i s t s  a l l  model outputs along wi th  the i n i t i a l  condi t ion value for 
the output. Measurement I .D. and Measurement Name precede pa i rs  of wmeric 
columns. 
engineering uni ts.  The second o f  each p a i r  i s  labeled CTS ind ica t ing  the GSIU 
count value rnrresponding t o  the FS value. 
values. 
columns ind icate o f f  nominal conditions. 
The f i r s t  o f  each p a i r  i s  labeled FS ind icat ing f l i g h t  system 
I . C .  indicates i n i t i a l  condi t ion 
VALut i t y p i c a l l y  indicates nominal values. VALUE 2 and VALUE 3 
A-46 
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5-0 STS SCFfRfYCES: 
a) LA-6-10100-1/JSC-11174, Space Shuttle Systems Handbook OV-102 
b) LEC-9510, Orbiter 102 Simulation Requirements for SMFS/APU-HYD 
c )  LEC-6992 Rev. A,  Space Shuttle APU Controller Study 
d) LEG-Memo # 77-2109-055, GSIU Math Model Requirements for APUIHbD 
e) VS70-580102, Hydraulic Control Subsystem Schematic 
f )  VS70-460102, Auxil iary Power Unit  Schematic 
9) VL70-0001376, Hydraulic Subsystem, Orbiter MCRl750 Baseline Schematic 
h) fCD-3-1603-5, Section 2 and Section 3.8 
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12.0 GTS DETAILED SEQUIREENTS 
This model simulates the functions o f  the Auxi l iary Pmer Uni t  (APU) and the 
Hydraulics (HYD) subsystems i n  tne Orbiter. Only those f l i g h t  c r i t i c a l  functions 
of the APU/HYD subsystems tha t  are addressed t o  the Orbi ter 's General Purpose 
Computers (GPC's) are contained i n  these math model requirements, camely, the 
hydraulfc pump output pressures. This permits the use o f  a much s imp l i f ied  
model which contains only those functions necessary t o  support GN&C testing. 
APU/HYD measurements,together w i th  measurements from- other subsystems, tha t  
are addressed t o  the 0/1 PCM master u n i t  a re  provided f r o m  a table o f  s t a t i c  
values which i s  not a par t  o f  t h i s  requirements document. The tabulated 
values are changeable w i th in  t h e i r  specified ranges by the operator a t  the 
Non-Avionics Simulator console, when per f  mning System Management tests  w i th  
0/1 parameters. 
Figure 4 i l l u s t r a t e s  the data flow i n  and out o f  the APU/HYD model f o r  the GN&C 
Test Station. 
Tables 14.1 and 14.2 l i s t  the input  s t imul i  and the output measurements f o r  the 
GTS APUIHYD model. 
12.1 GTS FUNCTIONAL CHARACTERISTICS 
The APUIHYD subsystem consists o f  three APU's which ind: 
main hydraulic pumps. 
turn each o f  the three systems ON or OFF. 
4ent ly  dr ive three 
Inputs from the NAS console simula : cockpit comnands to  
12.2 NAS UPLTNK REQUIREMENTS 
I n  addi t ion t o  the three ON/OFF comnands simulating cockpit comnands t o  the 
three APU's, the operator a t  the NAS console has the a b i l i t y  to  change the 
value o f  any output parameter i n  the model. 
12.3 GTS I M I T I  AL I ZAT ION REQUI REMENTS 
The J n i t i a l  conditions shal l  be as l i s t e d  i n  Table 14.2. 
A-C3 

12.4 W S  TERMINATION REQUIREKENTS 
None. 
12.5 GTS UNIQUE REQUIREMENTS 
None. 
13.0 GTS LOGIC FLOW DIAGRAMS 
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14.3 NAS CRT DISPLAY 
Figure 5 shows the format o f  the NAS CRT o f  which APU/HYD i s  a p a r t .  
A - i l  
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1 .O INTFEDDUCTION 
The GN 8 C Test Stat ion (GTS) uses math models t o  simulate many o f  the Shutt le 
systems f o r  which hardware has not been provided. A group o f  these models are 
termed "non-avionic" models since they do not simulate the Shutt le's "avionic" 
systems. The "non-avionic" models are needed t o  supply data f o r  on-board 
software processin, and t o  respond t o  Shutt le commands, whether they be from 
cockpit switches, th. General Purpose Computers (GPC 's) o r  the Non-Avionic 
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2.0 DETAILED HEQUIREMENE 
2.1 NNCTIONAL CHARACTERISTICS 
This model simulates those functions o f  the vent doors i n  the Orbiter, 
namely: OPEN, CLOSE, and PURGE. The vent doors permit equalization of 
pressures between the ambient and the unpressurized areas wi th in  the 
Orbi ter  during ascent and descent. The PURGE function expels tox ic  o r  
explosive gas mixtures that  may accumulate wi th in  the unpressurited areas. 
2.2 NAS UPLINK REQUIREMENTS 
The NAS console operator has the capabi l i ty  t o  override any math model 
output value w i th  a value entered a t  the console. This permits the use 
o f  off-nominal data entr ies t o  tes t  l i m i t  checking software. 
2.3 INITIALIZATION REQUI RtlulENTS 
When the math model begins running i n  the MODCOMP computer, the output 
data values shal l  be as defined i n  Table 4.2 - I n i t i a l  Conditions, u n t i l  
a l tered by commands from the F l i gh t  System o r  the NAS console. 
2.4 TERMINATI UN REQUIREMENTS 
None. 
2.5 UNIQUE REQUIREMENTS 
None. 
3-4 
3.0 LOGIC fL0M DIAGRAMS 
The logic flaw diagram i s  made up of  interconnected l ines,  boxes, decisions, 
and offpage connectors. Notice that  where analog measurements are 1 isted i n  
boxes and decisions, the value inside the box i s  i n  f l i g h t  system engineering 
units (FSEu) while the corresponding GSIU count value i s  l i s t e d  outside the 
box. For exa l e ,  the box on the r ight  hand below, 
MTR 
MU 
shows t h a t  V45P11OCA i s  set equal t o  626 FSEU which i s  equivalent t o  534 
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4.2 OUTPUT MEASUREMENT L I ST 
Table 2 l i s t s  a l l  model outputs along w i th  the i n i t i a l  condi t ion value f o r  
the output. Measurement I.D. and Measurement Name precede pa i rs  o f  numeric 
columns. The f i r s t  of each p a i r  i s  labeled FS i nd ica t ing  f l i g h t  system 
engineering uni ts.  The second of each p a i r  i s  labeled CTS i nd ica t ing  the GSIU 
count value corresponding t o  the FS value. 
values. 
columns ind icate o f f  nominal conditions. 
I.C. indicates i n i t i a l  condi t ion 
VALUE 1 t yp i ca l l y  indicates nominal values. VkLUE 2 and VALUE 3 
3-27 
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1 .O INTRODUCTION 
The GNLC Test Station (GTS) uses math models t o  simulate many o f  the Shutt le 
systems fo r  which hardware has not been provided. A group o f  these models 
are termed "non-avionic" models since they do not simulate the Shutt le's 
"avionic" system. The "non-avionic" models are needed t o  supply data f o r  
on-board software processing and t o  respond t o  Shutt le comnands, whether they 
be f r o m  cockpit switches, the General Purpose Computers (GPC's) o r  the Non- 
Avionic Simulator (NAS) console. Figure 1 provides the F l i gh t  System/NAS 
data flow. 
. .  - . .- ....... - ........ . . . . . . .  . - _ . _ I  .. 
. . .  . . . .  . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
._ . _ - .  . . . . . . .  - ..... _.- ._- ._. - . . - . . . . . .  
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2.0 DETAILED REQUIREMENTS 
2.1 FUNCTIONAL CHARACTERISTICS 
This node7 simulates the functions of the ET Umbilical Doors, namely: OPEN, 
CLOSED, LATCYED, RELEASED, LOCKED, and STOWED. The doors seal Orb i te r  
u n b i l i c a l  penetrations fo l lowing E T  separation t o  ensure a u n i f i e d  heat 
sh ie ld  f o r  entry. 
2.2 NAS UPLINK REQUIREMENTS 
The NAS console operator has the capab i l i t y  t o  override any math model out- 
put value w i th  a value entered a t  the console. This permits the use o f  off-  
nominal data entr ies t o  t e s t  l i m i t  checking software. 
2.3 INITIALIZATION REQUIREMENTS 
#hen the mdth model begins running I n  the MODCOMP computer, L e  output data 
values sha l l  be as defined i n  Table 4 .2 - In i t i a l  Conditions, u n t i l  a l te red  by 
comnands from the F l i g h t  System OP the NAS console. 
2.4 TERMINATION REQUIREMENTS 
None 
2.5 UNIQUE REQUlREMENTS 
None 
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3.0 LOGIC FLOW DIAGRAMS 
The l o s i c  f l o w  diagram i s  made up of interconnected l ines,  boxes, decisions, 
and offpage connectors. Notice t h a t  where analog measurements are l i s t e d  i n  
boxes and decisions, the value ins ide  the box i s  i n  f l i g h t  system engineeri..g 
u n i t s  (FSEu) whi le the corresponding GSIU count value i s  l i s t e d  outside the 
box. For example, the box on the r i g h t  hand below, 
shows t h a t  V45P1100A i s  .;et equal t o  626 FSEU which i s  equivalent t o  534 
GSIUCrS shown outside the box. 
. - .  
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4.2 OUTPUT MEASUREMENT L I S T  
Table 2 lists all model ou',uts along with the initial condition value for 
the output. Measurement I.D. and Measurement Name precede pairs of numeric 
columns. The first of each pair is labeled FS indicating flight system 
engineering units. The second of each pair is labeled CTS indicating the GSIU 
count value corresponding to the FS value. 
values. VALUE 1 typically indicates nominal values. VALUE 2 and VALUE 3 
colums indicate off nominal conditions. 
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1 . 0 INTRODUCTION 
The CN8C Test Stat ion (GTS) uses math models t o  simulate many o f  the Shut t le  
systems for which hardware has not  been provided. 
are termed "non-avionic" models since they do n o t  simulate the Shut t le 's  
"avionic" system. 
on-board software processing and t o  respond t o  Shutt le commands, whether they 
be from cockpit switches, the General Purpose Computers (GPC's)  o r  the Non- 
Avionic Simulator (NAS) console. Figure 1 provides the F l i g h t  System/NAS - 
data f low. 
A group o f  these models 
The "non-avionic" models are needed t o  supply data f o r  
3- 2 
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Z30 DETAILFD REQUIREflENTS _._____ 
2.1 FUNCTIONAL CHARACTERISTICS _I_____ 
This model 
namely: ARM and F I R E .  
because they e x i s t  i n  the Mission Events Contro l ler  (MEC) i n  the F l i g h t  
Sys tern. 
simulates the functions o f  the ET/Orbiter Forward Separation Pyro, 
The rear separation pyros are not p a r t  o f  t h i s  model 
2.2 NAS UPLINK REQUIREMENTS - 
The NAS console operator has the capab i l i t y  t o  overr ide any math model out- 
pu t  value w i t h  a value entered a t  the console. This permits the use o f  o f f -  
nomina: data ent r ies t o  t e s t  l i m i t  checking software. 
2.3 INITIALIZATION REQUIREMENTS 
When the math model begins running i n  the MODCOMP comp::ter, the output data 
values sha l l  be as defined i n  Table 4.2 - I n i t a l  Conditions, u n t i l  a l te red  
by commands from the F l i g h t  System o r  the NAS console. 
2.4 TERMINATION REQUIREMENTS 
None. 
- 
2.5 UNIQUE RE9UIREMENTS 
None. 
2.6 ANALOG MEASUREFIENTS 
Values shown in the math model flowcharts are'in GSIU counts for all analog 
measurements. The math model values are seen by the flight system as 0 to 5 
VDC inputs. The flight system then converts these input voltages t o  engineer- 
ing units using one of the two types of scaling equations discussed in 
Sections 2.6.1 and 2.6.2. The GSIU math model count values (or the count 
values entered at the DCM by the test operator) must consider the scaling 
computation done later by the flight software, so that correct flight system 
enginesring unit values are obtained for fault detection and annunciation 
(FDA), and for cockpit displays. The following two sections, 2.6.1 and 
2.6.2, describe the scaling equations which apply to this model. Section 
2.6.1 describes the scaling equation for measurements which require the 
polynomial ronversion method. Section 2.6.2 describes the scaling equation 
for measurements which require the range limit conversion method which was 
used on STS-1. 
2.6.1 POLYNOMIAL CONVERSION METHOD 
NONE 
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2.6.2 RANGE L I M I T  CONVERSION METHOD 
Several analog measurements i n  this model are calculated according to  the 
range limit conversion method, instead of the polynomial conversion method 
as described f n  Section 2.6.1 of this document. The form o f  the scaling 
equation for  these cases is given as follows: 
FSEU = LOW + GS1UC-S (High - Low) 
where: FSEU = f l i g h t  system engineering units 
GSIUcTs = GSIU math model count values 
Tm- 
Low = Range low l imit  
High = Range h igh  limit 
The following t ab le  shows a sample d a t a  value for  each measurement which 
requires this type of calculation, The measurement I.D. is shown along w i t h  
h igh  and low values for the parameter range. The FS column shows the data 
value i n  f l igh t  system engineering units calculated from the GSIU counts 
marked CTS i n  the table. These measurements are marked w i t h  an asterisk (*) 















3.0 LOGIC FLOW DIAGRAMS 
The l o g i c  flow diagram i s  made up o f  interconnected l ines,  boxes, decisions, 
and offpage connectors. Notice that where analog measurements are l i s t e d  in 
boxes and decisions, the value ins ide the box i s  i n  f l i g h t  system engineering 
units (FSEu) whi le  the corresponding GSIU count value i s  l i s t e d  outside the 
box. For example, the box on the r i g h t  hand below, 
shows that V45P1100A i s  set  equal t o  626 i’SEu which i s  equivalent t o  534 
GSIUCTS shown outside tne box. 
- -  
NOTE: Pyro math model output o f  Pyro System A i s  also route< t o  the BFS t o  
sat isfy Pyro System B interface with the BFS. 
4.0 INPUT/OUTPUT TAGLES 
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4.2 OUTPUT MEASU REYENT L I ST 
Table 2 lists all model outputs along with the' initial condition value for  
the output. 
columns. The first o f  each pair is labeled FS indicating flight system 
engineering units. The second o f  each pair is labeled CTS indicating the GSIU 
count value corresponding to the FS value. 
values. VALUE 1 typically indicates nominal values. VALUE 2 and VALUE 3 
columns indicate o f f  nominal conditions. 
Measurement I.D. and Measurement Hare precede pairs of numeric 
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1 .O INTRODUCTION 
Che Shut t le  Avionics In tegra t ion  Laboratory (SAIL) consists of a Shut t le  Test 
Stat ion (STS) and a GN L C Test S ta t ion  (LiTS). Both o f  these t e s t  s ta t ions  
use math models t o  simulate many o f  the Shut t le  systems, f o r  which hardware 
has no t  been provided. A group o t  these models are termed "not-avionic" 
models since they do not  simulate the Shut t le 's  av ion ic  systems. The non- 
av ion ic  models are needed t o  supply data f o r  on-board software processing, t o  
d r i v e  cockpi t  displays, and t o  respond t o  Shut t le  commands, whether they be 
from the cockpi t  switches o r  from the General Purpose Computers (GPC's) 
Because the I ' S  and the GTS are configured d i f f e ren t l y ,  the non-avionic math 
models needed t o  support each t e s t  s ta t i on  are shown below. 
, 
GTS - STS Non-Avi oni c Ma t h Model 
APU/Hydraul i c s  . . . . . . . . . . . . .  * . . . . . .  
Main Propulsion System . . . . . . . . .  * . . . . . .  
RCS/OMS * 
Fuel Cell  /Cryogenics . . . . . . . . . .  
ATMOS Revital/Water Loops. . . . . . . .  
ATMOS Revital/Press ControbAir lock. . .  * 
Active Thermal Control . . . . . . . . .  
Smoke Detection. . . . . . . . . . . . .  
WaterIWaste Mgt. . . . . . . . . . . . .  
ET/ORB FWD Sep Pyros * 
ET UMB Cout Door/Latch . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
V e n t D o o r s . .  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
- * 
* 





. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
r 
* 
Where the same math model i s  needed i n  both t e s t  stat ions, the math model 
requirements document i s  divided i n t o  a STS section and a GTS section, so t h a t  
unique t e s t  s ta t i on  requirements may be i den t i f i ed .  
1.1 SHllTTiE TEST STATION (STS) 
When the TOC Display and Control Module (DCM) operator depresses the "SYS LOAD" 
key, the model programs, which are stored on the Fixed Head Disk i n  the DCM, 
are automatical ly loaded i n t o  tne GSIU.  The models are then act ivated and 
terminated by DCM t e s t  language statements. While the models are operating i n  
the GSIU, the DCM operator i s  able t o  i n h i b i t  one, a l l ,  o r  any combination o f  
model outputs w l t h  t e s t  language statements. This provides the DCM operator 
w i th  contro l  o f  output parameter values when off-nominal condit ions are 
desired. To s imp l i f y  the model and ease the processing load on supporting 
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t es t  equipment, the mode I requirements def ine nominal conditions only. Further, 
analog values for output parameters change i n  step fashion when responding t o  
inputs, except when specific change rates f o r  par t icu lar  parameters are re-  
quired. The DCM operator i s  also able t o  a l t e r  the value that  the model uses 
t o  generate parameter outputs. This allows the DCM operator t o  adjust  output 
parameter values as needed t o  sa t i s f y  various mission phases. 
When the model i s  activated, i t  shal l  check the input s t imu l i  and shal l  pro- 
v ide appropriate output measurement values. 
provide output data when the .input s t imu l i  changes. Bus a c t i v i t y  i s  then 
ainimal during those mission phases when the s t imul i  remains constant. How- 
ever, the GSIU operating system may require a cyc l i c  model program i n  which 
case the model ou5put ra te  shal l  be once per second. 
It i s  preferred tha t  the model 
1.2 GN 6 C TEST STATION'(GTS) 
To s impl i fy  the models and ease the processing load on supporting tes t  equip- 
nent, the model requirements specify nominal conditions only. Analog values 
for output parameters change when input  values d ic ta te  a change, o r  when I .  
t e s t  operator manually sets parameter values. uecause GTS has an incomplete 
se t  o f  cockpit switches, some switch inputs used i n  STS must be entered i n  
6TS by the simulator operator. This method allows the use o f  the same log ic  
f o r  STS and GTs . 
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- 2 : O  STS DETAILED REqUIREKENTS 
2.1 STS FUNCTIONAL CHAKACTERISTICS 
T h i s  model simulates those functions o f  the Main Propulsion System (MPS) .com- 
ponents t h a t  are i n  the Orbiter, namely valve positicris, system pressures, and 
system tempera tures. To simp1 i fy  the model , only those component functions 
needed to support testing o f  the Shuttle Avionics System are provided. 
The model receives stimuli from three sources: 
S i g n a l  Termination Module (STM); (2) tha Marshall Mated Elements Simulator 
,[MMES) ; and '( 3). the Test Operati on6 Center (TOC) Display and Control Module 
-(DCM). The . .  G S I U  model transmits parameter values to  the Flight System and 
the MMES via  the STM. Figure 1 illustrates the'data +low i n  acd out of the 
model. Tables -_ _.. 1 and 2 l i s t  the i n p u t  stimuli and t h e  output. measure- 
ments, respectively. 
One o f  the 
13 used t o  determine the s ta tes  of the LO2 Engine C u t - O f f  _ -  (ECO) sensors in the 
LO2 Feed Manifold, (reference logic flow chart routine 11).- The ECO sensor 
& t a  i s  transmitted t o  the FlighfSystem.. The MMES also transmits . - - .  LO2 . -  and LHZ 
t a n k  ullage pressures' i o  the STM b u t  these- measuremgnts afe n'ot used i n  the 
modei. *.They are available t o  the TOC DCM for monitoring during t e s t i n g .  
Four- o f  the 
(HE1 , HE2, HE3, and HE4) from the DCM are provided by test language and are 
used to establish the pressure levels : i n  the helium system, (reference logic 
flow chart rou*.ine 1 )  These pressures a re  transmitted t o  tne F l i g h t  System 
as well as used in the model t o  determine if  pneumatic valves can or cannot 
be actlvated. 
(1) €he F l i g h t  System via the 
- 
- -  - --- - - 
stimuli comes from the MJES and i s  'the low . _  level LO2 sig&l which - . -  
_ _ _  . - . .  - - -  
- .  -_  
- 
stimuli come trom the TOC DCM. The helium supply pressures 
The remaining 
the valves i n  the model. The valve- i n  the model are of three types: normally 
open, normally closed, and latching. The normally open valve remains open 
unless there i s  pneumatic pressure and a close command present i n  which case 
the valve closes. The normally closed valve remains closed unless there i s  
pneumatic pressure and an open command present i n  which case the valve opens. 
The latching valve remains in either the open or close state depending on i t s  
stimuli come from the Flight System and are  used to  control 
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l a s t  command, unless there i s  pneumatic pressure and a command f o r  i t  t o  go t o  
i t s  opposite state. These three types o f  valve actions are shown i n  the log ic  
flow chart routines t i t l e s ,  Normally 3pen Valve Routine (NOVR) , Normally Closed 
\la I ve Rou ti ne (NCVR) , and Latching Valve Routine (LVR) . 
The model generates three engines ready f o r  f i r i n g  discretes (one per engine) 
which are transmitted t o  the MMES as a valve status signal p r i o r  t o  engine 
f i r ing,  {reference log ic  flow chart  rout ine 15). 
The s t imul i  iden t i f i ca t ion  numbers used are coded t o  provide the fol lowing 
information a t  the SAIL f l i g h t  cable/GSE/C7U-1140 cable set  interface. 
K S O P X  X X  - X  




Exceptions t o  t n i s  code are those s t imul i  w i th  a l e t t e r  f o r  the connector 
number where the connectur number i s  unknown. Also the s t imu l i  which comes 
from the DCM instead o f  the f l i g h t  cable do not agree with t h i s  code. 
Figure 2 and 2A are s impl i f ied schematics o f  the Orbi ter  port ion of the MrS and are 
tncluded i n  t h i s  requirements document f o r  reference. 
2.2 DCM UPLINK 
A mission phase dependent variable i n  the Orbiter port ion o f  the MPS i s  helium 
supply pressure. To avoid complexity i n  the GSIU model, the change o f  helium 
pressure t o  account f o r  the operation o f  pneunatic valves and engine purging 
was not incorporated i n to  the flowchart log ic .  Instead, i t  i s  intended tha t  
the DCM tes t  language transmit new pressure values t o  the GSlU rodel a t  ap- 
propriate times to  be specified i n  the TCP. A suggested set of pressure values 
for a nominal mission are as fo l l ow j -  
QHASF PRtSSURE VALUE (PSIA)  
Prelaunch 2,000 
Launch 4 ,uoo 
Orbit  1,500 
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Accounting f o r  pressure usage during the mission i s  more f o r  data realism than 
t o  sa t is fy  avionics tes t  requirements. The helium supply pressure might j u s t  
as well remain f ixed a t  4,000 psia. 
2.3 STS INITIALIZATION REQUIREMENTS 
The i n i t i a l  conditions column i n  the measurements tab le indicates the 
state o f  the model p r i o r  t o  configuring for LH2 and LO2 f i l l  operations and i s  
f o r  reference only. The output measurement values o f  the model shall r e f l e c t  
the state o f  the input s t imul i  when the model i s  made active. 
2.4 SM TERMINATION REQUIREMENTS 
None. 
2.5 STS UNIQdE REQUIREMENTS 
2.5.1 Timers 
1 ~ )  timers ca l led "COUNTER" and "KOUNTER are used i n  the LO2 and LH2 manifold 
pressure subroutines (nos. 12 and 13), respectively. The timers provide a delay 
simulates the time in terva l  during which 20 psig helium pressure i s  forcing 
residual 1 iqu id  propellants out o f  the manifolds fol lowing external tank 
separatl on. 
2.5.2 Flags 
Flags o r  pseudos tha t  are used f o r  purposes internal  t o  the model are defined 
as follows: 
before manifold pressures are set t o  zero. This 
0 - Indicates valve posi t ion f o r  the designated valve i n  the LVR, NCVR, 
A,& Indicate va lve s t imul i  f o r  the designated valve i n  the L$R, NCVR, and 
vi NOVR subroutines. 
NOVR subroutines. 
E-10 
01 thru 013 - Indicates the latching valve pos i t ion  for: 
01 - LO2 feed Disconnect Valve 
02 - LH2 Feed Disconnect Va Ive 
03 - Ui2 Recirculat ion Disconnect Valve 
W - LO2 Outboard F i l l  and Drain Valve 
05 - LU2 Inboard F i l l  and Drain Valve 
D6 - LH2 Outboard F i l l  and Drain Valve 
D7 - LH2 Inboard F i l l  and Drain Value 
D8 - Engine 1 LO2 Prevalve 
09 - Engine 2 LOZ Prevalve 
D10 - Engine 3 LO2 Prevalve 
D11 - Engine 1 LH2 Prevalve 
Dl2 - EnS!ne 2 LH2 Prevalve 
013 - Engine 3 LH2 Prevalve 
2.5.3 EIPS Propellant Dump Slgnals 
Following Main Engine Cut-Off o r  External Tank separation, an LO2 signal, an 
LH2 signal, and an RTLS signal are needed by the Vehicle Dynamics Math Models 
t o  compute the changes in vehic le forces and mass propert ies whi le  MPS residual 
propellants are discharged overboard. The three signals are generated in the 
WS math model and are ident i f ied  as fol lows: 
L02DP LO2 DUMP SIGNAL 
LH2DP LH2 DUMP SIGNAL 
RTLSDP RTLS DUMP SIGNAL 
A state o f  (1) indicates a dump i s  i n  progress. These signals w i l l  be sensed 
. by appl icat ion software i n  the TOC DCH and w i l l  be transmitted t o  the VDS math 
.models v i a  TICM. 
2.6 ANALOG M E A S U R E W T S  
Values shown i n  the rnatb model flowcharts are i n  GSlU counts for all irnalog 
measurements. The math model values are seen by the f l i g h t  system as 0 t o  5 
VOC i n p u t s .  The flight system then converts these i n p u t  voltages to  engineer- 
ing units using one of t h e  two types of scaling equations discussed i n  
Sections 2.6.1 and 2.6.2. The GSIU math  model cour,t values (or the count 
values entered a t  the DCM by the test operator) must consider the scaling 
computation done later by the f l i g h t  software, so t h a t  correct f l i g h t  system 
engineering u n i t  values are obtained for fault detection and annunciation 
(FDA), and fo r  cockpit displays. The fol lowing two sections, 2.6.1 and 
2.6.2, describe the scaling equations which apply to  this model. Section 
2.6.1 describes the scaling equation for measurements which require the 
polynomial conversion method. Section 2.6.2 describes the scaling equation 
for  measurements which require the range 1 imi t conversion method which was 
used on STS-1. 
2.6.1 POLYNOMIAL CONVERSION METHOD 
NONE 
E-12 
2.6.2 RANGE LIMIT CONVERSION METHOD 
Several analog measurements i n  t h i s  model are calculated according t o  the 
range 1 i m i t  conversion method, instead o f  the polynomial conversion method 
as described in Sectio,. 2.6.1 o f  t h i s  document. The form o f  the scaling 
equaticn for these cases i s  given as follows: 
FSEU = Low + GSIUCTS (High - Low) 
Tim- 




The fol lowing tab le shows 
f l i g h t  system engireering un i t s  
GSIU math model count values 
Range low l i m i t  
Range high l i m i t  
a sample data value f o r  each measurement which 
requircs t h i s  type of calculation. The measurement I.D. i s  shown along wi th  
high and low values f o r  the parameter range. The FS column shows the data 
value i n  f l i g h t  system engineering un i ts  calculated from the GSIU counts 
marked CTS i n  the table. These measurements are marked w i th  an aster isk (*) 
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3.0 LOGIC FLOGI OIAGRAlYS 
The logic flow diagram is made up o f  interconnected lines, boxes, decisions, 
and offpage connectors. Notice that where analog measurements are listed i n  
boxes and decisions, the value inside the box i s  in flight system engineering 
units (FSEU) while the corresponding GSIU count value i s  listed outside the 
box. For example, the box on the right hand below, 
shows that V45PllOOA i s  set equal to 626 FSEU which is equivalent to 534 
GSIUCTS shown outside the box. 
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4.0 INPUT STIMULI/OUTPUT MEASURtMENT TABUS 
PRECEDING PAGE BLANK MOT Fll.PflF' 
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4.2 OUTPUT MEASUREMENT L I ST 
Table 2 l i s t s  a l l  model outputs along w i t h  t he ’ in i t i a l  condition value for 
the o u t p u t .  Measurement I.D. and Measurement Name precede pairs of numeric 
columns. The f i r s t  o f  each pair i s  labeled FS indicating f l i g h t  system 
engineering units. The second of each pair i s  labeled CTS i nd ica t ing  the GSIU 
count value corresponding to  the FS value. 
values. VALUE 1 typically indicates nominal values. VALUE 2 and VALUE 3 
columns indicate off nominal conditions. 
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5.0 STS REFERENCES 
5.1 VS70-41SOO1, MAIN PROPULSION SYSTEM SCHEMATIC 
5. i! 
S.3 382-24U-CDM/76-064, PRELIMINARY REQUIREMENTS UPDATE 
5.4 L E G 7 8 2 7  MPS SIMULATION REQUIREMENTS 
5.5 
.382-240-CDM/76-062, ROCKWELL PRELIMINARY REQUIREMENTS 
S076-SH-0026, MPS DUMP SECUENCE (Lr '  EL C FSSR) 
12.0 GTS DETAILED REQUIREMENTS 
12.1 Gts FUNCTIONAL CHARACTERISTICS 
This  model simulates those functions of the Main Propulsion System (MPS) com- 
ponents that are i n  the Orbiter, namely valve positions, system pressures, and 
system temperatures. To simplify the model, only those component functions 
needed to  support testing of the Shuttle Avionics System are provided. 
The model receives stimuli from three sources: 
Blarshall Hated Elements Simulator (MMES); and (3) the Non-Avionics Simulator 
( I S )  Console. The model transmits parameter values to  the Flight System and 
the f4MES. Figure 3 illustrates the data flcw i n  and out  of the model. Tables 
14.1 and 14.2 list the i n p u t  stimuli and the output  measurements, respectively. 
The model generates three engines ready for  f i r ing discretes (one per engine) 
which are transmitted to  the MMES as  a valve status signal prior to engine 
f l r i n g ,  (reference logic flow chart routine 15). 
(1) the i b i g h t  System; (2) the 
The GTS math model i s  tne same as the STS math model except for differences . 
brought about by test station differences. 
0 A front end program has been added to the GTS math model which 
the multiple i n p u t  stimuli used i n  GTS In to  the singular input  
used In STS. 
0 The External Tank ( t T )  flow control valve stimuli, which the F 
converts 
stimuli 
i g h t  
Control System sends t o  the nath model i n  STS, i s  not available i n  GTS 
and !s replaced by ET LU2 and LH2 ullage pressures from the MMES. A 
change to  the GTS logic flow diagrams was necessary t o  process the 
ullage pressure signals. 
0 A new subroutine called Engine Prevalve Routine (EPR) was added t o  the 
6TS math model to  acconodate tne Mainstage stimuli provided by the Flight 
System i n  67s. The Mainstage stimuli prevent closing of the engine pre- 
valves while the engine is ignited. 
E-48 
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12.2 NAS UPLINK 
A mission phase dependent variable i n  the Orbi ter  port ion o f  the MPS i s  helium 
supply pressure. To avoid complexity i n  the GSIU model, the change o f  helium 
pressure t o  account t o r  the operation of pneumatic valves and engine purging 
was not incorporated i n t o  the flowchart logic.  Instead, i t  i s  intended tha t  
the NAS operator transmit new pressure values t o  the model a t  appropriate times 
t o  be specif ied i n  the TCP. A suggested set o f  pressure values f o r  a nominal 













Accounting f o r  pressure usage during the mission i s  more f o r  data real ism than 
t o  satisfy avionics t e s t  requirements. The helium supply pressure might just 
as w e l l  remain f ixed a t  4,000 psia. 
Discrete stimulus KbOP721-A snal l  be generated by tne Non-Avionic Simulator 
(NAS) console operator t o  simulate a ground command t o  the LH2 RECIRC PUMPS 
during prelaunch checkout. I n  STS t n i s  signal comesfrom the f l i g h t  system. 
12.3 GTS I N  IT1 AL I ZAT ION KEQUIREMENTS 
The i n i t i a l  conditions column i n  the stimul i/measurements table indicates the 
state o f  the model p r i o r  t o  configuring f o r  L H ~  and LO2 f i l l  operations and i s  
for reference only. The output measurement values o f  the model shal l  r e f l e c t  
the state of the input s t imul i  when the model i s  made active. 
12.4 GTS TERMINATION REQUIREMENTS 
None. 
1 2.5 GTS UN IQUE REQU I RtMENTS 
12.5.1 Timers 
Two timers cal led "COUNTER" and "KOUNTER" are used i n  the LO2 and LH2 manifo?d 
pressure subroutine (nos. 12 and 13).  respectively. The timers provide a delay 
before manifold pressures a r e  set t o  zero. This 
s imula tes  the time i n t e r v a l  d u r i n g  which 20 p s i g  helium p r e s s u r e  1: f o r c i n g  
residual l i q u i d  p r o p e l l a n t s  out o f  the manifolds fo l lowing  e x t e r n a l  t a n k  
separa t ion .  
12.5.2 Flags  
Flags or  pseudos that  are used for purposes  i n t e r n a l  to the model are d e f i n e d  
as follows: 
D - I n d i c a t e s  v a l v e  p o s i t i o n  f o r  t h e  des igna ted  v a l v e  i n  :he LVR, NCVR, 
A,B- I n d i c a t e  va lve  s t i m u l i  f o r  the des igna ted  v a l v e  i n  the LVR, NCVR, and 
and NOVR subrout ines .  
NOVR su b r o u t  1 nes . 
D1 t h r u  Dl3 - I n d i c a t e s  the l a t c h i n g  v a l v e  p o s i t l o n  for: 
D l  - LO2 Feed Disconnect Valve 
03 - LH2 Heci rcu la t ion  Disconnect Valve 
04 - LO2 Outboard F i l  I and Drain Valve 
05 - LO2 Inboard F i l l  and Urain Valve 
06 - LH2 Outboard F i l l  and Drain Valve 
,D7 - LH2 Inboard F i l l  and W a i n  Valve 
D8 - Engine 1 LO2 Prevalve 
09 - Engine 2 LO2 Prevalve 
Dl0 - Engine 3 LO2 Prevalve 
Dl1 - Engine 1 LHZ Prevalve 
Dl2 - Engine 2 LH2 Prevalve 
013 - Engine 3 tH2 Prevalve 
D2- - LH2 Feed Disconnect Valve . .  
- -- 
E-51 
12.5.3 DISCRETE STIMULI 
The fol lowing discrete s t imul i  from the F l i gh t  System are not used i n  the GTS 
log ic  flow diagrams but are t o  be displayed t o  the NAS console operator f o r  
monitoring : 
NOMINAL NUMBER NOMENCLATURE 
V41 Kl7OOX 
V41 K1701 X 
V41 K1702X 
V41 K175OX 
V41 K1751 X 
V41 K1752X 
REPLACE LH2 ULLAGE PRESS XDCR # 1 
REPLACE LH2 ULLAGE PRESS XDCR # 2 
REPLACE LH2 ULLAGE PRESS XDCR # 3 
REPLACE LO2 ULLAGE PRESS XDCR # 1 
REPLACE LO2 ULLAGE PRESS XDCR # 2 
.REPLACE LO2 ULLAGE PRESS XDCR # 3 
12.5.4 MPS PROPELLANT DUMP SIGNALS 
Following Main Engine Cut-Off o r  External Tank separation, an LO2 signal, an 
LH2 signal, and an RTLS signal are needed by the Vehicle Dynamics Math Models 
to  compute the changes i n  vehicle forces and mass properties whi le MPS residual 
propellants are discharged overboard. The three signals are generated i n  the 
MPS math model and are i den t i f i ed  as follows: 
LO2DP LO2 DUMP SIGNAL 
LHEDP LH2 DUMP SIGNAL 
. RT. 3DP RTLS DUMP -SIGNAL 
A state o f  (1)  indicates a dump i s  i n  progress. 
E-52 
13.0 GTS LOGIC FLOW DIAGRAMS 
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14.3 NAS CRT DISPLAY 
Figure 4 depicts the NAS CRT display format of which MPS math model parameters 
are a part.  The format i s  specified i n  th is  document t o  a i d  i n  implementing 
the MPS NAS program. 
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1 .O INTROOUCT ION 
b t h  models are used to  simulate many of the Shutt le systems f o r  which 
hardware does l o t  e x i s t  i n  SAIL. A qroup of these models are termed 
non-avionics models since they do not simulate avionic equipment. The 
non-avionics models are needed t o  provide responses t c  cockpit switches, 
t o  dr ive cockpit displays, and t o  supply data f o r  on-board software 
processing. The following l i s t  o f  non-avionic models w i l l  operate wi th in  
the Test Operations Center (TOC) Ground Standard Interface Unit IXIU). 
0 Main Propulsion System (Orbiter Portion) 
0 APU/Hydraul i c  
0 Active Thermal Control 
0 Atmosphere Revi ta l izat ion System (ti20 Loops and PCS/Airlock) 
0 Fuel C e l l  /Cryogenics 
@ Smoke Detection 
0 Water/Waste Kanagement 
When the TOC Display and Control Modrlle (DCM) operator depresses the 
"SYS LOAD" key, the model programs, which are stored on the Fixed Head 
Disk i n  the DCM, are automatically lDaded i n t o  the GSIU. The models are 
then activated and terminated by DCM t e s t  laoguage statements. Whfle 
the models are operating i n  the GSIU, the DCM operator i s  able to  i n h i b i t  
one, a l l ,  o r  any combination o f  model outputs w i th  t e s t  language statements. 
This provides the DCM operator wi th  control of output parameter values when 
off-nominal conditions are desired. To simpli fy the models and ease the 
processing load on supporting t e s t  equipment, the model requirements define 
nominal conditions only. 
i n  step fashion when responding t o  inputs, except when specif ic change 
rates f o r  par t icu lar  parameters are required. 
able to  a l t e r  the value that  the model uses to  generate parameter outputs. 
This  allows the DCM operator t o  adjust output parameter values as needed 
t o  sa t is fy  various mission phases. 
Further, analog values f o r  output parameters change 
The DCM operator i s  also 
When the model i s  activated, i t  shall  check the input  s t imul i  and shal l  
provide appropriate output measurement values. I t i s  preferred tha t  the 
model provide output data when the input s t imul i  ct xs. Bus a c t i v i t y  
i s  then minimal during those mission phases when t 
constant. However, the GSIU operating system may reqdire a c y c l i c  model 
program i n  which case the model output ra te shal l  be once per second. 
t imul i  remains 
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2.0 DETAILED REQUIREMENTS 
This model simulates the Orbi ter  Fuel Cell/Cryogenics System (FC/CRYO) 
by representing the stimulus/response relat ionships which e x i s t  a t  the 
power and signal interfaces between the Orb i ter  Avionics System and the 
FC/CRYO. The model has been simpli f ied by including only those output 
signals which are needed t o  support the type o f  tes t ing  which w i l l  be 
accomplished in. the Shutt le Avionics Integrat ion Laboratory (SAIL). 
The model receives s t imul i  f r o m  two sources (see Figure 1). 
1) The F l i g h t  System (FS) v ia  the Signal Termination Module (STM). 
2) The Test Operations Center (TOC) Display and Control Module 
(DCM) v ia  t e s t  language. 
The model output parameters go t o  the FS v ia  the STM. Tables 7 and 2 r i s t  
the input and output parameters respectively. The three s t imu l i  which cme 
from the DCM are used t o  inform the model when the fuel c e l l s  are on l i n e  
and providing e lec t r i ca l  power t o  the FS. 
2.1 FUNCTIONAL CHARACTERISTICS 
2.1.1 Fuel Cell/Cryogenics System 
The FC/CRYO system provides the Orbiter wi th e lec t r i ca l  power and can be 
divided i n t o  two major systems, 1) the fue l  c e l l  power plants where 
reactants are converted i n t o  e lec t r i ca l  energy, and 2) the reactant storage 
and d is t r ibut ion system where reactants are stored i n  a cryogenic state, 
then heated to  a gas and supplied t o  the fue l  c e l l  power plants. Gaseous 
oxygen i s  also provided f o r  the Environmental Control and L i f e  Support 
System (ECLSS) as well as potable water, a by-product o f  the fue l  c e l l  
energy reaction. Figure 2 i s  a s impl i f ied schematic o f  the FC/CRYO system. 
The wir ing deta i ls  o f  hydrogen and oxygen tank 4 was not available when the 
FC/CRYO math model requirements were writ ten. Consequently only tanks 1, 
2 and 3 are simulated i n  the math model, and tank 4 i s  shown i n  dashed l ines 
i n  f igure 2 f o r  reference purposes. There are three fuel c e l l s  although 
Figure 2 shows only one f o r  c l a r i t y .  Each fuel  c e l l  has a water coolant 
loop to transport heat from heat exchangers. To improve the performance o f  
the fuel ce l ls ,  purge valves are provided t o  f lush impurit ies overboard. The 
purge operation may be performed manually o r  automatically by the GPC but must 
be i n i t i a t e d  by the crew. Each fuel c e l l  has a power ra t i ng  o f  2 t o  7 Kw con- 
tinouous duty, o r  12 KW peak duty f o r  not more than 15 minutes. 
i s  28 t o  32 v o l t s  DC. 
Output voltage 
2.1 .2 Model Function 
I n  preparing the requirements f o r  the non-avionics system math models, the 
fol lowing ground rules were observed: 
0 Output a l l  measurements addressed t o  f l i g h t  c r i t i c a l  MDM's. 
0 Output those measdrement used i n  dedicated displays, systems 
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0 Output those measurements needed f o r  operation by other systems, 
0 Output those measurements needed during pre-launch operations, 
s ta r t ing  a t  1-20 minutes. 
0 Respond t o  s t imul i  inputs i n  a discrete manner (no timed transients 
simulating precsure or  temperature build-up and decay, for  example). 
0 Do not account f o r  deplet ion o f  expendables during a mission. 
These ground ru les are intended t o  simpli fy the math models without 
compromising w e  avionics tes t ing  i n  SAIL. Where required, spec i f ic  ground 
ru les may be waived. 
I n  the FC/CRYO model, the delay on start-up, whi le heaters reach operating 
temperatures, i s  not  simulated. Temperatures w i l l  jump immediately t o  
t h e i r  nominal values. Data values remain f ixed u n t i l  a l tered by a change 
i n  input  s t imul i .  
Since fue l  c e l l  suestitutes'are actual l y  providing the vehicle power during 
SAIL tests, i t  i s  necessary tha t  the DCM operator signal the FC/CRYO model 
when a par t i cu la r  fuel c e l l  i s  supposed t o  be supplying p3wer. This allows 
the proper 02 and H2 flow rates t o  be determined. The actual current f lowing 
i n  the vehicle busses i s  not  v i s i b l e  t o  the math model, so when a fue l  c e l l  
i s  sirwrlating supplying power, the 02 and H2 f low rates provided by the model 
w i l l  be e i ther  a t  t h e i r  maximum o r  minimum value, depending on whether o r  
not a purge i s  i n  progress. This prevents vehicle software from calculat ing 
an erroneous pos i t ion f o r  the 02 and H2 purge valves, There i s  no pos i t ion 
ind icat ion measurement on the purge valves so f l i g h t  software monitors the 
to ta l  reactant flow (provided by the model) and subtracts a calculated 
amount based on the current i n  the bus (provided by the fue l  c e l l  substitutes). 
This dif ference w i l l  then indicate the purge valve i s  open o r  closed. 
The heaters I n  the 02 and H2 cryogenic tanks are control led by a three 
posi t ion switch: 1-Off ,  2-AUTO, 3-0N, and by a heater control ler .  The 
math model does not know the posi t ion o f  the switch. The math model w i l l  
see only power o r  no power t o  the heaters as provided by the heater son- 
t r o l l e r .  Using a tank pressure value tha t  i s  less than the low l i m i t  H i l l  
cause the heater cont ro l le r  t o  provide power whenever the switch i s  i n  
AUTO o r  ON. When no power i s  supplied the switch , w i l l  be assumed OFF and 
the tank pressure value w i l l  then r e f l e c t  a heaters OFF condition. 
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2.1.3 Input/Output 
PIN NUMBER (FLIGHT CABLE) 




The s t i m u l i  i d e n t i f i c a t i o n  for  those s t imu l i  which have t h e i r  sources 
a t  the f l i g h t  system v ia  the STM are coded i n  terms reference Avionics 
Test A r t i c l e  (ATA) interface connector and p i n  number according t o  the 
fo l lowing format. 
Those s t i m u l i  which are upl inked t o  the model from the DCW are given 
unique alphanumeric var iab le names. The model output parameters whose 
destinations are the f l i g h t  system v ia  the SlN ar2 i d e n t i f i e d  by t h e i r  
Master Measurement L i s t  measurements. 
2.2 DCM UPLINK 
Three s t i m u l i  are upl inked t o  the FC/CRYO math model from the DCM, one f o r  
each fue l  c e l l .  These s t i m u l i  l e t  the math model know when a fue l  c e l l  
!s o r  i s  not providing power t o  the vehicle, so t h a t  proper 02 and H2 f low 
ratss may be determined. Faul ts  are simulated by 
i n h i b i t i n g  the model output f o r  the affected mearurement(s) and upl ink ing 
the off-nominal value(s) from the DCM t o  the STM. The exact manner i n  which 
t h i s  1s accomplished i s  covered i n  documentation f o r  the GSIU Operating 
Refer t o  Table 1. 
sys tem. 
2.3 INITIALIZATION REOU I REMENTS 
A l l  model outputs a re  funct ions o f  the inputs alone and need n o t  be 
i n i t i a l i z e d  s i n c e  values w i l l  be calculated by the model i n  i t s  f i r s t  
cycle. The i n i t i a l  condi t ion column i n  Table 2 i s  f o r  reference only. 
2.4 TERMINATION REQUIREMENTS 
None. 
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2.5 UNIQUE REQUIREMENTS 



















V l  1 
v12 
V13 
v i  4 
STATE 
1 - 0 FUNCTION - 
Indicates the s ta te  o f  02 pressure on the 
fuel c e l l  coolant accumulator. 
Indicates the s ta te  of 02 pressure a t  fue l  
c e l l  3 supply valve i n le t .  
Indicates the s tate of ti2 pressure a t  fue l  
c e l l  3 supply valve i n le t .  
Represents an 9PEN comnand i n  the Latching OFF ON 
Valve Routine (LVR). 
Represents a CLOSE comnand i n  the Latching OFF ON 
Val ve Rou ti ne (LVR) . 
Indicates the valve pos i t ion i n  the CLSD OPI  'I 
Latching Valve Routine (LVR). 
02 GSE supply valve position. OPN CLSD 
PRESS LO PRESS OK 
PRESS LO PRESS OK 
PRESS LO PRESS OK 
H2 GSE supply valve position. 
02 i so la t i on  valve 1. 
02 i so la t i on  va;ve 2. 
H2 i so la t i on  valve 1. 
ti2 i so la t i on  valve 2. 
02 ECLSS supply valve 1. 
02 ECLSS supply valve 2. 








U S D  OPN 
FC 1 H2 reactant supply valve. CLSD OPN 
FC 2 02 reactant supply valve. 
FC 2 ti2 reactant supply valve. 




FC 3 H2 reactant supply valve. CLSD OPN 
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2.6 ANALOG MEASUREMENTS 
Values shown in the math model flowcharts are in GSIU counts for all analog 
measurements. The math model values are seen by the flight system as 0 to 5 
VDC inputs. The flight system then converts these input voltages to engineer- 
ing units using one o f  the two types o f  scaling equations discussed in 
Sections 2.6.1 and 2.6.2. The GSIU math model count values (or the count 
values entered at the DCM by the test operator) must consider the scaling 
computation done later by the flight software, so that correct flight system 
engineering unit values are obtained for fault detection and annunciction 
(FDA), and for cockpit displays. The following two sections, 2.6.1 ar.4 
2.6.2, descrSbe the scaling equations which apply to this model. Section 
2.6.1 describes the scaling equation for measurements which require the 
. polynomial conversion niethod. Sectiorr 2.6.2 describes the scaling equation 
for measurements which require the range 1 i m i  t conversion method which was 
used on STS-1. 
2.6.1 POLY NOM1 AL CONVERSION METHOD 
The scaling polynomial equation used by the flight system i s  defined in the 
SM FSSR. The general form o f  the equation is given as follows: 
FSEu = A. + AIX + A2X 2 t A3X 3 
where: F+" = flight system engtneering units 
X = flight system input voltage 
Ao, AI, A*, A j  = scaling polynonlial coefficients 
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The following example shows the step by step procedure for converting analog 
measurements from flight system engineering units (FSEu) to GSIU counts. This 
procedure may be used to calculate GSIU count values for fault insertion at 
the DCM. 
Exampl e : 
For measurement no. V63R1100A, convert FS EU 
Step 1: 
In the SM FSSR, look up the measurement no. (V63R1100A) within the "SMM Data 
value = 2298 to GSIU counts. 
Requirements - Subsystems Displays" table. The measurement no. will- appsar 
on two consecutive pages as follows: page A will show engineering units, 
range low value and range high value, dhile page B will show the scaling poly- 
nomial coefficients (labelled Ao, A1, A2, A3) followed by curve order, indepen- 
dent variable, and STS flight no. The values on page B will be o f  prime interest 
to do this example conversion, and will be referred to in the following 
discussion. 
Step 2: 
The coefficients will be used in the sscling polynomial: 
= A + AIX + A2X 2 + A3X 3 
FSEU 0 
Solve the following scaling polynomial for X: 
2288 = 443.167 + 851.956X - 143.904X2 + 12.246X3 
so X = 3.846469 
Step 3: 
Notice the independent variable column labelled IND V R  equals 2 for measurement 
no. V63R1100A. The 2 specifies that the independent variable X of the scaling 
polynomial is defined on a range of 0 to 5 VDC. So X = 3.846 VDC. 
It is of interest to note that i f  IND V R  had been equal to 0, X would have 
been defined on a range of 0 to 1023 PCM integer counts in which case X would 
be equal to 4 PCM counts, i.e. 3.846 rounded to the nearest integer. 
However, in the example being worked, X is defined as VDC and X = 3.846 VDC. 
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Step 4: 
Now to convert X VDC to GSIU counts, evaluate the following equation which 
shows the relationship between X and GSIU counts: 
GSIU counts = , rounded to tile nearest integer 
where K = 5, for X defined as 
K = 500, for X defined 
VOC (IND VR = 2 )  and 
as PCM counts ( IND VR = 0). 
For the example, evaluate: 
GSIU counts = 
Therefore, GSIU counts = 787 counts. 
rounded to  the nearest integer 
Note that since GSIU counts are always rounded to the nearest integer, small 
changes will possibly occur i n  the values o f  X and consequently FSEu, when 
the reverse 
shows: 
X =  
X =  
calculations are made dur ing  t e s t  operations, as the fclfowing 
GSIU counts (&) 
787 x(&3) 
SO X = 3.846529 
And 
3 = 443.167 + 851.956X - 143.904X2 + 12.246X 
= 443.167 t 851.956(3.848) - 143.904(3.848)' + 12.246 (3.848 FSEU FSEU 
FSEU = 2288.017 
Hence when 787 GSIU counts is  inserted for measurement no. V63A'_100A, a value 
of 2288.017 FSEU will result. 
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2.6.2 RANGE L I M I T  CONVERSION METHOD 
NONE. 
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3.0 LOGIC FLOW DIAGRAHS 
The log ic  flow diagram i s  made up of interconnected l ines,  boxes, decisions, 
and of fpa je connectors. Notice tha t  where analog measurements are l i s t e d  i n  
boxes and decisions, the value inside the box i s  i n  f l i g h t  systev engineering 
un i ts  (FSEu) while the corresponding GSIU count value i s  l i s t e d  outside the 
box. For example, the box on the r i g h t  hand below, 
shows tha t  ViLiP1130A i s  set equal t o  626 FSEU which i s  equivalent t o  534 
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4.2 OUTPUT MEASUREMEkT LIST 
Table 2 l i s t J  a l l  model outputs along wi th  the i n i t i a l  condit ion value f o r  
the output. Measurement 1.0. and Measurement Name precede pairs o f  numeric 
columns. The f i r s t  o f  each p a i r  i s  labeled FS indicat ing f l i g h t  system 
engineering units. The second of each pa i r  i s  labeled CTS indicat ing the GSIU 
count value corresponding t o  the FS value. 
values. VALUE 1 typ ica l l y  indicates nominal values. VALUE 2 and VALUE 3 
columns indicate o f f  nominal conditions. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
Math models are used t o  simulate many o f  the Shutt le systems for which hjrdware 
does not ex i s t  i n  SAIL. A group o f  these models are termed non-avionic models 
since they do not simulate avionic equipment. The non-avionic models are 
needed to  provide responses to  cockpit switches, t o  dr ive cockpit ~rsplays, 
and t o  supply data for  on-board software processing. The following l i s t  o f  
non-avionic models wl ; l  operate wi th in  the l e s t  Operations Center (TOC) Ground 
Standard lntet tace Unit (GSIU). 
Hain Propulsion System (Orbiter Portion) 
APV/Hydraul i c  
Active Thermal Control 
Atmosphere Revi ta l izat ion System (H20 Loops and PCS/Airlock) 
Fuel Cell/Cryogenics 
Smoke Detection/Fire Suppression 
Ma ter/#as t e  Management 
When the TOC Display and Control Module (DCM) operator depresses the "SYS 
LOAD" key, the model programs, which are stored on the Fixed Head Disk i n  
the DCM, are automatically loaded i n t o  the GSIU. The models are then 
activated and terminated by DCM t e s t  language statements. While the models 
are operating i n  the GSIU, the DCM operator i s  able t o  i n h i b i t  one, a l l ,  o r  
any combination of model outputs wi th  t e s t  language statements. This pro- 
vides the DCM operator wi th  control o f  output parameter values when off-  
.nominal conditions are desired. To simpl i fy the models and ease the pro- 
cessing load on supporting t e s t  equipment, the model requirements define 
nominal conditions only. Further, analog values fc - output parameters 
change i n  step fashion when responding to  inputs, except when speci f ic  
change rates f o r  par t icu lar  parameters are required. 
also able t o  a l t e r  the value that  the model uses t o  generate parameter 
outputs. This allows the DCM operator t o  adjust  output parameter valu.\\ 
needed t o  s a t  i sfy various m i  ssion phases. 
The DCM operator j'. 
a 
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When the model i s  activated, i t  shall ckclt the input stimuli  and shell pmv4de 
approprlate output measurement values. I t  i s  preferred that  the model proride 
output data when the input stimuli change. Bus a c t i v i t y  i s  thm minimal 
during those m4ssion phases when the stimuli  rema4n constant. tbwever, the 
6sIU opemting system may requtre a cycl ic  model program i n  whlch case the 
model output r a t e  . shall  be once per second. 
2. DETAILED REQUIREMENTS 
T h i s  model simulates those functions o f  the ARS/H20 Loops Subsystem that 
a r e  i n  the Orbiter. To simplify the model, only those subsystem functions 
needed to  support testing o f  the Shut t le  avionics system are provided. 
The model receives stimuli from one source, the f l i g h t  system via the Signal 
Termination Module (STM); the model provides output parameter values to the 
f l ight  system via the STM. Figure 2d1 i l l u s t r a t e s  the data flow i n  and out 
of the model. Tables 2-1 and 2-2 l i s t  the i n p u t  stimuli and output 
measurements. Figure 2-2 i l lus t ra tes  the general frinctioning of the 
ARS/H20 Loops Subsys tem. 
2.1 FUNCTIONAL CHARACTER1 STTCS 
2.1 .I ARS WATER COOLANT LOOPS 
Thermal control w i t h i n  the cabin area and the avionics bays (1, 2, and 3) 
is accomplished by two parallel water coolant loops. For OV-102, both 
water coolant loops will be operated simultaneously during launch and 
entry. During orbital  operations, only one water coolant loop will be 
operated. The water coolant loops ( f i g .  2-2) remove crew and equipment 
generated heat, and transport i t  t o  the active thermal control subsystem 
(ATCS) interchanger for  heat rejection. Each coolant loop is identical w i t h  
the exception t h a t  the primary loop contains two parallel mounted pumps and 
a shuttle check valve,  while the secondary has only one pump and no shuttle 
check valve. 
As depicted i n  figure 2-2 water flow leaving the pump first passes through 
a shuttle check vi t lve (primary coolant loop only) t o  prevent flow around 
the inactive pump. On leaving the valve,  the water coolant encounters a 
re l ief  device. After this, the water coolant enters the silver ion generzr ,- 
(S IG)  water ch i l le r  which cools fuel  cel l  water t o  al low the water manager+ : a t  
subsystem SIG to  provide proper water purification. From the SIG water :.'-a i i .  - 
the water coolant divides into two different paths. 
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o One path provides water coolant t o  the cabin (MOM) avionics coldplates 
t o  pick up heat generated by the MDM's. From the coldplates, the flow 
divides i n t o  two para l le l  paths. One path d i rec ts  water coolant through 
avionics bay 3A heat exchanger t o  absorb heat generated by various 
avionics equipment and then through the avionics bay coldplates. The 
second path provides water coolant t o  avionics bay 36 coldplates. From 
t h i s  point, i h e  water coolant merges w i th  coolant ex i t i ng  bay 3A i n t o  
a s ingle ,path. 
o The second path divides i n t o  two para l l e l  paths, thus entering in-cabin 
avionics bays 1 and 2. In  these avionics bays, the water coolant flows 
through the avionics bay h&t exchanger, and then the avionics bay cold- 
plates. The water coolant leaving avionics bay 1 coldplates enters the 
hatch coolant loop, and the water coolant ex i t i ng  avionics bay 2 enters 
the forward and overhead windows coolant loops. After leaving the hatch 
and windows, the water coolant merges with coolant e x i t i n g  bays 3A and 
38 i n t o  a s ingle path. 
i .  
Downstream o f  t h i s  point, the water coolant encounters the OF1 coldplates 
and then the water bypass valve l ine.  The bypass valve can be e i ther  auto- 
mat ica l ly  or manually controlled. I n  the auto mode, the bypass valve controls 
the water temperature i n  the water coolant pump package t o  63 f 2.S0F by 
bypassing coolant around the water/freon interchanger. For d i f f e ren t  phases 
o f  the mlssion, the bypass valve w i l l  be control led as fo~ lows:  
o Launch and Entry - The bypass valve w i l l  be driven manually t o  the f u l l  
f low through interchanger position, then the valve w i l l  be l e f t  i n  the 
o Orbi ta l  - The bypass valve w i l l  be manually set  t o  a predetermined pos i t ion  
t o  match the required freon f low through the interchanger. 
manual mode. . -  
- 
The water  coolant that  i s  bypassed around the interchanger then passes 
through the main loop f i l t e r .  Downstream o f  the f i l t e r  i s  the loop accumu- 
l a t o r  which maintains a constant pump i n l e t  pressure and compensates for 
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thermal expansion and contraction o f  the coolant loop. From here, the water 
coolant returns to the pump for recirculation. The water coolant not 
bypassed continues through the interchanger for heat rejection. After this, 
the water coolant travels through the liquid cooling garment (LCG) heat 
exchanger, whose function is  t o  supply chilled water to  the airlock support 
subsystem for crewmen LCG cooling prior to  EVA. From the LCG heat Exchanger, 
the water coolant passes through a water chiller t o  cool water for crewman 
consumption. Then the water coolant goes through a check valve and the cabin 
condensing heat exchanger whose function is ' to remove sensible and latent h e a t  
from the cabin atmosphere. After leaving the cabin condensing heat erhanger, 
the water coolant is directed-to the IMU heat exchanger where heat i s  rbsorbed 
by a convective conductive process. From the IMU heat exchanger, the water 
coolant returns to  the coolant pump and accumulator assembly. 
2.1 . 2 INPUT/OUTPUT 
A l l  inputs  t o  the ntodel are from the FS addressable a t  the STM. These 
stimuli are acted upon inmediately a t  model execution wi thout  regard to 
tfme, and conditions are simulated i n  a step function manner. Any tfme- 
dependent h p u t s  must be up-linked f r o m  the TOC-DCM as an abnormality (or 
parameter value change) i n  accordance w i t h  the GSIU Operating System. 
For the sake o f  simplicity, the model w i l l  do no fault detection of stimuli 
b u t  will act upon i t  as received from the FS. Therefore, any f a u l t  insertion 
must include changes t o  all  affected parameters i n  order to  obtain a realistic 
response from the model. 
A l l  subsystem ou tpu t  is simulated by the model i n  accordance w i t h  stimuli 
from the FS. A l l  measurements are made available t o  Systems Management (SM) 
and Fau l t  Detection and Annunciation (FDA) as required. 
The st imul i  iden t i f i ca t ion  numbers used are coded t o  provide the fol lowing 
information a t  the SAIL f l i g h t  cable/GSE/C70-1140 cable set  interface. 
- K 9 0 P X X X - E  -- 




Exceptions t o  t h i s  code are those s t imu l i  with a l e t t e r  for the connector 
number where the connector number i s  unknown. Also, the s t imu l i  whtch 
comes from the DCM instead o f  the f l i g h t  cable do not agree with t h i s  code. 
Signal Termination Module (STM) addresses f o r  both s t i rm l f  and measurements 
are ye t  t o  be defined. 
2.2. DCM UPLINK 
The only values passed from.the DCM w i l l  be those which involve output 
suppression and f a u l t  inser t ion i n  accordance with the GSIU Operating 
System and are not  a par t  o f  t h i s  document. 
2.3 INITIALIZATION 
Measurements w i l l  be i n i t i a l i z e d  with the values found i n  the IC ( I n i t i a l  
Condition) cotumnof Table 2. Stimuli  w i l l  be i n i t i a l i z e d  as follows: 
STIMULI 
K9OP 2 7-1 
K9OP33-1 






















t 2  
R1 
R2 
L1 = 1 
L2 = 1 
INITIAL VALUE 
38 A i l  other stimuli  w i l l  




1 .  
2.4 TERMINATION REQUIREMENTS 
None. 
2.5 UNIQOE REQUIREMENTS 
The following internal variables were intrcrduced into  the logfc to f a c i l i t a t e  
computations b 
Tl - Cabin H, i n  TEMP - LOOP 1 
T2 Cabin tix i n  TEMP - LOOP 2 
R, - H20 IPTCHGR flow ra te  - LOOP 1 
- H20 INTCHGR flow ra te  - LOOP 2 
R2 
F l  - Internal logic f 
Tc - Cabin TE?4P 
11 - Internal counter 
L2 - Internal counter 
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2.6 ANALOG MEASUREMENTS 
Values shown i n  the math model flowcharts are i n  GSIU counts for a l l  analog 
measurements. The math model values are seen by the f l i g h t  system as 0 t o  5 
VDC inputs. The f l i g h t  system then converts these input voltages to  engineer- 
ing uni ts  using one o f  the two types o f  scaling equations discussed i n  
Sections 2.b.1 and 2.6.2. The GSIU math model count values (or the count 
values entered a t  the DCM by the tes t  operator) must consider the scaling 
computation dene l a t e r  by the f l i g h t  software, so tha t  correct  f l ( g h t  system 
engineering u n i t  values are qbtained f o r  f a u l t  detcct ion and annunciation 
(FDA), and f o r  cockpit displays. The fol lowing two sections, 2.6.€ and 
2.6.2, describe the scaling equatqons which apply t o  th i s  model. Section 
2.6.1 describes the scaling equation f o r  measurements which require the 
polynomial conversion method. Section 2.6.2 describes the scal ing equation 
f o r  measurements which require the range l i m i t  conversion method which was 
used on STS-1. 
2.6.1 POLYNOMIAL CONVERSiON METHOD 
The scaling polynomial equation used by the f l i g h t  system i s  defined i n  the 
SM FSSR. The general form of the equation i s  given as follows: 
where: FSEU = f l i g h t  system engineering un i ts  
X = f l i g h t  system input voltage 
Ao, A1, A2, A3 = scal ing polynomial coef f ic ients  
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The following example shows the step by s tep  procedure for converting analog 
measurements from flight system engineering units (FSW) to GSIU counts. This 
procedure nay be used to calculate GSIU count values for fault insertion at 
the OCM. 
Example: 
For measurement no. V63R1100AS convert FSn, value = 2288 to GSIU counts. 
step 1: 
In the St4 FSSR, look up the measurement no. (V63R11008) within the "SMSUI Data 
Requirements - Subsystems Displays" table. The measurement no. wili 3apear 
on two consecutive pages as follows: page A will show engineering units, 
range low value and range high value, while page B will show the scaling poly- 
nomial coefficients (labelled %, AI, Az, A3) followed by curve order, indepen- 
dent variable, and STS flight no. The values on page B will be of prime interest 
to do this example conversion, and will be referred to in the following 
discussion. 
step 2: 
The coefficients will be used in the scaling polynomial: 
2 3 "EU = A. + AIX + $X + A3X 
Solve the following scaling polynomial for X: 
228% = 443.167 + 851.956X - 143.904X2 + 12.246X3 
so X = 3.846469 
step 3: 
Notice the independent variable column labelled IND VR equals 2 for measurement 
no. V63R1100A. The 2 specifies that the independent variable X of the scaling 
polynomial is defhed on a range of 0 to 5 VDC. So X = 3.846 VDC. 
It is of interest to note that If IND VR had been equal to 0, X would have 
been defined on a rhnge of 0 to 1023 PCM integer counts in which case X would 
be equal to 4 PCM counts, i.e. 3.846 rounded to the nearest integer. 
However, in the example being worked, X is defined as VDC and X - 3.846 VDC. 
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Step 4: 
Now to convert X VDC to  GSIU counts, evaluate the following equation which 
shows the relationship between X and GSIU counts: 
GSIU counts ;[" (lo? I] , rounded to  the nearest integer 
where K = 5, for X deflned as  VDC (IN0 VR = 2) and 
K = 500 , for X defined as PCK counts (IN0 VR = 0). 
For the example. evaluate: 
GSIU counts = 3.846 1023 , rounded to the nearest integer [ H 
Therefore, GSIU counts = 787 counts. 
Note t h a t  since GSIU counts are always rounded to  the nearest integer, small 
changes w i l l  possibly occur i n  the values of X and consequently FSEu, when 
the reverse calculations are made during tes t  operations, as the following 
shows : 
(An) X = GSIU counts 
SO X = 3.846529 
And 
2 3 = 443.167 + 851.956X - 143.904X + 12.246X FSEU 
FSEU = 443.157 + 851.956(3.848) - 143.904(3.848)2 + 12.246 (3.848)3 
FSEU = 2288.017 
Hence when 781 X I U  counts i s  inserted for measurement no. V63R1100A. a value 
of 2288.017 FSEU will result. 
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2.6.2 RANGE L I M I T  CONVERSION METHOD 
Several analog measurements i n  th i s  model are calculated according to  the 
range l i m i  t conversion method, Instead o f  the polynomial conversfon method 
as described i n  Section 2.6.1 o f  t h i s  document. The form of  the scal ing 
equation for these cases I s  given as follows: 
FSEU = LOW + GsIUCTS (High - Low) 
where: FSEU = f l i g h t  system engtneering un i ts  
GSIUCTS = GSIU math model count values 
-im- 
Low = Range low l i m i t  
High = Range high l i m i t  
The fol lowing table shows a sample data value for each measurement which 
requires t h i s  type of calculat ion. The measurement 1.0. i s  shcwn along wi th  
high and low values f o r  the parameter range. The FS column shows the data 
value i n  f l i g h t  system engineering uni ts  calculated from the GSIU counts 
marked CTS i n  the table. These measurements are marked w i th  an asterisk (*) 

























3.0 LOGIC FLOW DIAGRAMS 
The logic f low diagram i s  made up of interconnected lines, boxes. decisions, 
and offpage connectors. Notice that  where analog measurements are l i s t e d  i n  
boxes and decisions, the value inside the box i s  i n  flight system engineering 
units (FSEU) while the corresponding G I U  count value i s  l i s ted  oLtsi3e the 
box. For example, the box on the r ight  liand below, 
shows that  V45P1100A i s  set equal to  626 FSEU which i s  equivalent to 534 
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4. TABLES 
4.1 INPUT STIMULI LIST 
Table 1 l i s t s  input st inul i  ti the ARWH20 Lucp model i n  terns of I D  
numbers, nomenclature, stimuli source, address, and range of parameter. 
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4.2 OUTPUT MEASUREMENT LIST 
Table 2 l i s t s  a l l  mode! outputs along w i th  the i n i t i a l  condit ion value f o r  
the output. Measurement I.D. and Measurement Name precede pai rs  o f  numeric 
columns. The f i r s t  o f  each pair i s  labeled FS indicat ing f l i g h t  system 
engineering uni ts.  The second of each pa i r  i s  labeled CTS indicat ing the GSIU 
count value corresponding t o  the FS value. 
values. VALUE 1 typ ica l l y  indicates nominal values. VALUE 2 and VALUE 3 
columns indicate o f f  nominal conditions. 
I.C. indicates i n i t i a l  condit ion 
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I .O IPJTROWCTION: 
Math models are used to  simulate many o f  the Shutt le systems f o r  which 
hardware does not e x i s t  i n  SAIL. A group o f  these models are temed 
non-avionics. models since they do not sfmulate avionic equipment. The 
non-avionics llrodels are needed t o  provide responses t o  cockpit switches, 
to d r ive  cockpit displays, and t o  supaly data f o r  on-board software 
processing. The foi lawing l i s t  o f  non-avionic models w i l l  operate w i th in  
the Test Operations Center (TOC) Ground Standard Interface Un i t  (GS:tU). 
0 Main Propulsion System (Orbiter Portion) 
0 APU/Hydraul i c Sys tern 
0 Active Thermal Control System 
0 Atmosphere Revi ta l izat ion - H20 Loops and Amos Circ System 
0 Atmosphere Revi ta l izat ion - Pressurization and Control SystenVAirlock 
. 0 Fuel Cell/Cryogenics System 
0 Smoke Octection System 
0 Uater/Waste Management System 
When the TOC Display and Control Module (DCM) operator depresses the 
"SYS LOAD" key, thp model programs, which are stored on the Fixed Head 
Disk i n  the Om, are automatically loaded i n t o  the GSIU. The models are 
then activated and terminated by DCM t e s t  language statements. While 
the models are Dperating i n  the GSIU, the DCM operator i s  able t o  i n h i b i t  
- one, a l l ,  o r  any combination o f  model outputs wi th  tes t  1tsnguage.statements 
This provides the DCM operator wi th control o f  output parameter values when 
off-nominal conditions are desired. To s impl i fy  the models and eds? the 
processing load on supporting test  ec :"pment, the model re\;uirements define 
nominal conditions only. Further. it. . J _  values f o r  output parameters change 
i n  step tashion when responding t o  inputs, except when speci f ic  change 
r a t e s  f o r  par t icu lar  parameters are required. The DCM operator i s  also 
able t o  a l t e r  the value that  the model uses t o  generate parameter outputs. 
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This allows the DCM operator t o  adjust output parameter values as needed 
to sat is fy  various mission phases. 
When the made1 i s  activated, i t  shal l  check the input s t imul i  and shal l  
provide appropriate output measurement values. It i s  preferred that  the 
model provide output data when the input s t i m u l i  changes. Bus a c t i v i t y  
i s  then minimal during those mission phases when the s t imu l i  remains 
constant. However, the GSIU operating system mqy require a cyc l i c  model 
p r o g r a  i n  which case the model output ra te  shal l  oe once per second. 
2.0 DETAILED REQUIREMENTS 
This model simulates the Orbiter Atmosphere Revitaliration/Pressurization 
and Control - A i  r lock System (AR/PCS-Airlock) by representing the stimulus/ 
response relat ionships which ex i s t  a t  the power and signal interfaces 
between the Orbi ter  Avionics System and the AR/PCS-Airlock. The Model has 
been s impl i f ied by including only those output signals which are needed t o  
support the type o f  test ing which w i l l  be accomplished i n  the Shutt le 
Avionics Integrat ion Laboratory (SAIL). 
The model receives stimuli f r o m  two sources (see Figure 1). 
1) The F l i gh t  System (FS) v ia the Signal Tennination Module (STM). 
2) The Test Operations Center (TOC) Display and Control Module 
(DCM) v ia tes t  language. 
The model output parameters go t o  the FS v ia  the STM. Tables 1 and 2 l i s t  
the input and output parameters respectively. The e igh t  s t imul i  which come 
from the DCM are used to  inform the model when the position o f  manually 
operated cockpit valves are changed. 
2.1 FUNCTIONAL CHARACTERISTICS 
The AR/PCS provides the Orbi ter  with a pressurized atmosphere of ovgen 
and nitrogen, and supplies nitrogen for pressurization o f  the Orbiters'  
potable and waste water system. Two l ines  from the Fuel Cell/Cryogenic 
System (FC/CRYO) supply oxygen t o  the AR/PCS, which are backed up by an 
emergency oxygen tank In the ARIPCS. Four nitrogen tanks In the A U K S  
supply the necessary nitrogen . For re1 i abi 1 i t y  , two independent systems 
control the atmosphere and water pressurization, w i th  crossover valves 
providing addit ional r e l i a b i l i t y .  Figure 2 and f igure  3 are s impl i f ied 
schematics the AR/PCS and eir lock,  respectively, showing the varfous 
tanks b regulators, and valves. 
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2.1.1 HODEL FUNCTION 
In preparing the requirements f o r  the non-avionic system math models, the 
following ground rules were observed: 
0 Outpu't a l l  measurements addressed t o  f l i g h t  c r i t i c a l  MDM's. 
Output those measurements used i n  dedicated displays, system 
management, o r  cautio.1 and warning. 
0 Output those measurements needed f o r  operatton by other systems. 
(lutput those measurements needed during pre-launch operations, 
0 Respond to st imul i  inputs i n  a discrete manner (no timed transients 
s ta r t ing  a t  1-20 minutes. 
simulating pressure o r  temperature build-up and decay, f o r  example). 
0 Do not account f o r  depletion o f  expendables during a mission. 
These ground rules are intended to simpli fy the math models without 
compromising the avionics test ing i n  SAIL. Where required, speci f ic  
ground rules may be waived. - 
I n  the AR/PCS-Airlock math model, the OPEN o r  CLOSED posi t ion of the manual 
values must be er w d  from the DCM by the tes t  operator when cockpit valves a!. 
changed, so that the APIPCS-Airlock math model w i l l  generate r e a l i s t i c  data. 
. . ._ 
Fixed values are provided for the pressure and temperature o f  the oxygen 
and nitrogen tanks. -Tank quan&ties,as calculated by the f l i g h t  system 
6PC based on tank pressures. and temperatures, w i l l  remain unchanged unless 
d i f fe ren t  pressure and temperature values are sent from the DCM i n  TOC 
while the math mode1"s output f o r  these parameters i s  inhibited. 
- - 
The AR/PCS math model i s  dependent upon the FC/CRYO math model for oxygen 
supply data. The FC/CRYO math model therefore must b e  operating when using 
the A W C S  math made1 a The M/WS math model 1 ikewise i s  dependent 
upon the AR/PCS math model for nitrogen supply data. Therefore the AR/PCS 
model must be operating when using the WIWMS model. The AR/PCS math model 
incorporates the functions c f  the Air lock (AIL) subsystem. A l l  required 
Q L  parameters are included i n  t h i s  document. 
. .  
2.1.2 INPUVOUTPUT 
The s t imu l i  i den t i f i ca t i on  f o r  those s t imu l i  which have t h e i r  sources 
a t  the f l i g h t  system v i a  the STM are coded i n  terms reference Avionics 
Test A r t i c l e  (ATA) interface connector and p i n  number according t o  the 
fol lowing fonnat. 
P IN NUMBER (FLIGHT CABLE) 
CONNECTOR NUMBER (P FOLLOWED BY 3 OR 4 DIGITS) 
-AREA DESIGNATOR I 
-STIMULI DESIGNATOR 
The s t imu l i  which are uplinked to the model from the DCM are given unique 
alphanumeric variable names. The model output parameters whose destinations 
are the f l i g h t  system v ia  the STM are i den t i f i ed  by the i r  Master Measure- 
ment L i s t  measurements. 
.- 
2.2 DCM UPLINK 
Ten st imul i  are uplined t o  the ARIPCS-Airlock math model i n  the GSIU from the 
TOC DCW. These st imul i  l e t  the math model know when a manual valve i n  the 
AR/PCS-A:rlock has been opened or  closed by the crew, so tha t  proper data 
values may be generated by the math model. These s t imu l i  are l i s t e d  i n  
fable 1. 
Faults are simulated by i nh ib i t i ng  the model output for  the affected 
measurement(s) and upl inking the off-nominal value($) from the DCM to 
the STM. The exact manner i n  which t h i s  i s  accomplished i s  covered i n  
documentation f o r  the GSIU Operating System. 
2.3 I N  I T  IAL IZAT ION REQUIREMENTS 
V64P0101A = 14.4  
2.4 TERMINATION REQUIREMENTS 
NONE 
2.5 UNIQUE REQUIREMENTS 
The math model uses three internal variables (A, B, and V )  in a subroutine 
called Latching Valve Routine (LVR). A and B represent the state o f  CLOSE 
and OPEN stimuli, respectively, to a valve. V represents the OPENLD or 
CLOSED state o f  the valve based on .4 and B values. 
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2.6 ANALOG MEASUREMENTS 
Values shown i n  the math model flowcharts a r e ' i n  GSIU counts f o r  a l l  analog 
measurements. The math model values are seen by the f l i g h t  system as 0 t o  5 
VDC inputs. The f l i g h t  system then converts these input voltages t o  engineer- 
ing uni ts  using one of the two types of scaling equations discussed i n  
Sections 2.6.1 and 2.6.2. The GSIU math model count values (or the count 
values entered a t  the DCM by the tes t  operator) must consider the scaling 
computation done l a t e r  by the f l i g h t  software, so tha t  correct  f l i g h t  system 
engineering u n i t  values are obtained f o r  f a u l t  detection and annunciation 
(FDA), and for cockpit displays. The following two sections, 2.6.t and 
2.6.2, describe the scaling equations which apply t o  t h i s  model. Section 
2.6.1 describes the scaling equation f o r  measurements which require the 
polynomial conversion method. Section 2.6.2 describes the scaling equation 
f o r  measurements which require the range l i m i t  conversion method which was 
used on STS-1. 
2.6.1 POLYNOMIAL CONVERSION METHOD 
The scaling polynomial equation1 used by the f l i g h t  system i s  defined i n  the 
SM FSSR. The general form o f  the equation i s  given as follows: 
FSEU = A. + AIX + A2X 2 + A3X 3 
where: FSEU = f l i g h t  system engineering un i t s  
X = f l i g h t  system input voltage 
Ao, A1, A2, A3 = scal ing polynomial coeff icients 
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The fol lowing example shows the step by step procedure f o r  converting analog 
measurements from f l i g h t  sgstem engineering un i ts  (FSEu) to  GSIU counts. This 
procedure may be used t o  calculate GSIU count values for fau l t  inser t ion a t  
the DCM. 
Exampl e : 
For measurement 
Step 1: 
1.1 the SM FSSR, 
no. V63Rl lOOA, convert FSEU 
look up the measurement no. 
Requirements - Subsystems Displays" table. 
value = 2288 t o  GSIU ccunts. 
(V63R1100A) w i th in  the "SMM Data 
The measurement no. w i  1 ). appear 
on two consecutive pages as follows: page A w i l l  show engineering units, 
range low value and range high value, while page B w i l l  show the scaling poly- 
nomial coef f ic ients  ( label led Ao, A1, A2, A3) followed by curve order, indepen- 
dent variable, and STS f l i g h t  no. The values on page B w i l l  be of prime in te res t  
t o  do t h i s  example conversion, and w i l l  be referred t o  i n  the fo l lowing 
discussion. 
Step 2: 
The coef f ic ients  w i l l  be used i n  the scaling polynomial: 
+ AIX + A2X 2 + A3X 3 
"EU = AO 
2288 = 443.167 + 851.956X - 143.904X2 + 12.246X3 
so X = 3.8464€9 
Solve the fol lowing scaling polynomial for X: 
Step 3: 
Notice the independent variable column label led IND VR equals 2 f o r  measurement 
no. V63R1100A. The 2 specifies that  the independent variable X o f  the scal!ng 
polynomial i s  defined on a range o f  0 t o  5 VDC. So X = 3.846 V t i .  
It i s  o f  in terest  t o  note that  i f  IND VR had been equal t o  0, X would have 
been defined on a range o f  0 t o  1023 PCM integer counts i n  which case X wolild 
be equal t o  4 PCM counts, i.e. 3.846 rounded t o  the nearest integer. 
However, i n  the example being worked, X i s  defined as VDC and X - 3.846 VDC. 
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Step 4: 
Now t o  convert X VDC t o  GSIU counts, evaluate the following equation which 
lthows the relat ionship between X and GSIU counts: 
GSIU counts =b (?)I rounded to  the nearest integer 
L -  -J 
where K = 5, f o r  X defined as 
K = 500 , f o r  X defined 
For the example, evaluate: 
GSIU COUI;L,S = 
Therefore, GSIU counts * 787 counts. 
VDC (IND VR = 2) and 
as PCM counts (IND VR = 0). 
rounded t o  the nearest in&g<r 
Note tha t  since GSIU counts are always rounded t o  the nearest integer, small 
changes w i l l  possibly occur i n  the values o f  X and consequently FSEu, when 
the reverse calculat ions arc. made during tes t  operations, as the fol lowing 
shows : 
F.4 X = GSIU counts 
SO X 3.846529 
And 
= 443.167 + 851.956X - 143.904X2 + 12.246X3 
= 443.167 + 851.956(3.848) - 143.904(3.848)’ + 12.246 (3.848)3 FSEU FSEU 
FSEU = 2288.017 
Hence when 787 GSIU counts i s  inserted f o r  measurement no. V63R1100A, a value 
of 2288.017 FSEu w i l l  resul t .  
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2.6.2 RANGE LIMIT CONVERSION METHOD 
Several analog measurements in this model are calculated according to the 
range 1 imi t conversion method, instead of the polynomial conversion method 
as described i n  Section 2.6.1 of this document. The form of the scaling 
equation for these cases is given as follows: 
FSEU L ~ w  + GSIUCTS (High - LOW) 
-€m- 
where: FSEU - flight system engineering units 
GSIUCTS = GSIU math model count values 
Low = Range low limit 
High = Range high limit 
The following table shows a sample data value for each measurement which 
requires this type o f  calculation. The measurement I .D.  is shown alons with 
high and low values for the parameter range. The FS column shows the data 
value in flight system engineering unitt calculated from the GSIU counts 
marked CTS in the table. These measuremebits are marked with an asterisk (*) 








0 40 16 409 
0 1500 760 518 
RANGE RANGE 
LOW HIGH 
3.0 LOGIC FLOW qIAGRAHS 
The log ic  f l ow  diagram i s  made up o f  interconnected l ines, boxes, decisions, 
and offpage connectors. Notice tha t  where analog measurements are l i s t e d  i n  
boxes and decisions, the value inside the box i s  i n  f l i g h t  system engineering 
un i ts  (FSE,) while the correz,.mding GSIU count value i s  l i s t e d  outside the 
box. For example, the box on the r i g h t  hand below, 
c I '  FSEU 
Gs ""CTS 
$haw; that  V453110OA i s  set equal t o  626 FSEu which i s  equivalent to 534 
GSIUCTS shown outside the box. 
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4.2 OUTPUT MEASUREMENT LIST 
Table 2 l i s t s  a l l  model outputs along w i t h  the’ i n i t i a l  condi t ion value f o r  
the output. Measurement 1.0. and Measurement Name precede pa i r s  o f  numeric 
columns. The f i r s t  of each p a i r  i s  labeled FS ind ica t ing  f l i g h t  system 
engineering uni ts.  The second o f  each p a i r  i s  labeled CTS i nd i ca t i ng  theSSIU 
count value corresponding t o  the FS value. I.C. indicates i n i t i a l  condi t ion 
values. VALUE 1 t y p i c a l l y  indicates nominal values. VALUE 2 and VALUE 3 
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1 .O INTROOUCTION 
Math modcils ar*e used t o  simulate many o f  the Shutt le systems f o r  w h i m  
hardware does not e x i s t  i n  SAIL. A group o f  these models a r e  termed 
non-avionics models since they do not simulate avionic equipment. The 
non-avionics models are needed t o  provide responses t:, cockpit switches, 
t c  dr lve cockpit displays, and t o  supply data f o r  on-board s @ i  w:i-? 
processing. The fol lowing l i s t  of non-avionic models w i l l  operste w i t h -  
in the Test Operations Center (TOC) Ground Standard Interface Un i t  (GSIU). 
Main Propulsion System (Orbiter Portion) 
0 APU/Hydraul i c  
4 Active Themal Conttc; 
0 Atmosphere Revi ta l izat ion System - H20 Loom 
0 Fuel Cell/Cryoyenics 
0 Atmosphere Revi t a l  i rat ionlFrassure Control System (With Air lock) 
0 Smoke Detection/Fire Suppression 
0 Water/Waste Management 
khen the TOC Display and Control Module (DCM) operator depresses the 
"SYS LOAD" key, the model programs, which arp stared on the Fixed Head 
Disk i n  the DCM, are automatically loaded intci the GSIU. The models are 
then activated and terminated by DCM t e s t  language statements. While 
the models are operating i n  the GSIU, the DCM operator i s  able t o  in-  
h i b i t  one, a l l ,  o r  any combination o f  model outputs wi th  t e s t  languaga 
statements. This provides the DCM operatw w i th  control  o f  output 
parameter values when off-nominal conditions are desired. To simpli fy 
the models and ease the processing load on supporting t e s t  equipment, 
the model requirentents define nominal conditions only. Further, analog 
values for output parameters change i n  step fashion when responding t o  
inputs, except when speci f ic  change rates f o r  par t i cu la r  parameters dre 
required. The DCM operator i s  also able t o  a l t e r  the value that  the 
model uses t o  generate parameter outputs. This allows the DCM operator 
t o  adjust output parameter values as needed t o  sa t is fy  various mitssion 
phases. 
When the model i s  activated, i t  shal l  check the input s t imul i  and shal l  
provide appropriate output measurement values. It i s  preferred that  the 
model provide output data when the input s t imul i  changes. Bus a c t i v i t j  
i s  then minimal during those mission phases when the s t imul i  remains 
constant. However, the GSIU aperating system may require a cyc l ic  model 
program i n  which case the model output r a t e  shal l  be once per second. 
2.0 OETAILED REQUIREMENTS 
This model simulates the Orb i ter  Act ive Thermal Control System (ATCS) by 
representing the stimulus/response re la t ionships which e x i s t  a t  the 
power and signal  in ter faces between the Orb i te r  Avionics System and the 
ATCS. The model has been s imp l i f i ed  by inc lud ing only those o z t o u t  
signals which are needed t o  support the t y p e  o f  t es t i ng  whim r;;;; be 
accomplished i n  the Shutt le Avionics In tegra t ion  laboratory ( S A I L ) .  
The model receives s t imu l i  from twa sources(see f igure 1): 
The Fl ic jht  System (FS) v i a  the Signal Termination Module (STM). 
The TOC DCM. 
The model output parameters t o  the f l i g h t  system v i a  the STM a m  :i: 
addi t ion transmits e r ro r  f lags back t o  the OCM. Tables 1 and 2 l i s t  
the fnput and output parameters respect ively.  The four s t imu l i  which 
came from the DCM are used t o  inform the model o f  the mission phase 
which f s  being simulated. 
model responses whi le avoiding an over ly  complex model. The ten e r ro r  
f lags  which are transmitted t o  the DCM are i m d  t o  ind ica te  tha t  t+e 
model has received c o n f l i c t i n g  s t imu l i .  
2.1 FUNCTIONAL CHARACTERISTICS 
This mode o f  implementation permits r e a l i s t i c  
2.1.1 Act ive Thermal Control System 
The ATCS transports thermal energy i n  the unpressurize ?rea o f  the 
Orbi ter ,  provides temperature contro l  o f  selected onboa. d equipment and 
re jec ts  excess heat overboard. The ATCS consists o f  two freon 21 coolant 
loops which f l o w  i n  pa ra l l e l  through s im i la r  components, and h x a  
redundant cent r i fuga l  pumps. The i’TCS cools the water coolant loops 
through an interchanger, heats the C-bi ter ’s hydraul ic f l u i d  and crew 
compartment cryogenic makeup oxygen, and transports the heat generated 
by the payload, f ue l  c e l l  power plants, and various co ld p l a t e  elec- 
t ronics.  The ATCS re jec ts  the excess heat overboard dur ing d i f f e ren t  
phases o f  the mission by means o f  i t s  rad ia to r  subsystem, f lash evaporators, 
amnonia bo i l e r ,  and GSE heat exchanger. During on-orbi t operations, 
whenever the payload bay doors are opened, h e i t  i s  re jected t o  space 
by the rad ia to r  subsystem wi th  the f l ash  evaporator subsystem cn standby 
t o  provide supplemental cool ing when needed. Whenever the payload bay 
doors are closed. heat i s  re jected by the f l ash  evaporator subsystem. 
The f lash  evaporator a lso provides cool ing above 140,000 fee t  during 
ascent and above 100,900 fee t  during entry. The amnonia b o i l e r  systen, 
provides cool ing during ent ry  s t a r t i n g  a t  100,000 feet  and contfnuinc; 
for  15 minutes a f t e r  landing. The GSE heat exchanger provides thermal 
control  during ground operations; no overboard heat re jec t i on  i s  pro\r:! J 
duains the period from l i f t - o f f  u n t i l  the vehic le reaches 140.000 feet 

2.1.2 Model function 
The model generates values f o r  quantity, flow, temperature, pressure, 
and valve posit ions f o r  each o f  the two freon coolant loops. The 
values are dependent upon input s t imul i  from the f l i g h t  system v i a  the 
;TM and upon mission phase indicators uplinked from the DO!. A s t a t i c  
set o f  nominal values are generated f o r  the f lash evaporator h t e r  
temperatures and f o r  the parameters from the ammonia b o i l e r  supply tanks. 
These s ta t i c  values are su f f i c ien t  t o  meet t e s t  objectives and they 
great ly s impl i fy the model. 
Referring t o  the schematic o f  the ATCS, f igure 2, the flowchart s ta r t s  
a t  the flow proportioning valves and progresses around the coolant ?oops 
i n  a clockwise manner, ending a t  the flash exporztor. Once a complete 
cycle has been made and values have been assigned t o  the w t p u t  parsieters, 
the values are transmitted t o  the f l i g h t  system v ia  the STM. 
2.1.3 Input/Output 
The st imul i  iden t i f i ca t ion  f o r  those s t imul i  which have t h e i r  sources 
a t  the f l i g h t  system v ia  the STM are coded i n  terms reference Avionics 
l e s t  A r t i c l e  (ATA) interface connector and p i n  number according t o  the 
fol lowing format. 
K 50 PXXX - X 
P I N  NUMBER (FLIGHT CABLE) 
CONNECTOR NUMBER (P FOLLOWED BY 3 o r  4 DIGTX 
AREA DESIGNATOR 
STIMULI DESIGNATOR 
Those s t imul i  which are uplinked t o  the model from the DCM are given 
unique alphanumeric variable names. The model output parameters whose 
destinations are the f l i g h t  system v ia  the STM are i d e n t i f i e d  by t h e i r  
Master Measurement L i s t  measurements. 
linked t o  the DCM are given unique alphanumeric variable names. 
Any error  f lags which are down- 
2.2 DCM UPLINK 
Mission phase f lags f o r  the ATCS model are uplinked from the DCM by *hi: 
t es t  operator t o  assure that  the model response i s  appropriate f o r  th:. 
mission phase/segment o r  Orbiter configuration being simulated. The 




0 GSE - When equal t o  one, ground support equipment provides cooling for 
the ATCS. Zero indicates no ground cooling. 
0 P1 - When equal t o  one, the payload doors are open and the rad iator  panel 
%r ATCS loop one i s  deployed. Zero indicates the loop one rad iator  panel 
i s  not deployed and cannot provide cooling. 
0 P2 - When equal t o  one, the payload doors are open and the radiator panel 
Er ATCS loop two i s  deployed. Zero indicates the loop two rad iator  panel 
i s  not deployed and cannot provide cooling. 




Ascent t o  140K 
Ascent above 140K 
On-Orbi t 
Entry above l O O K  
Entry below l O O K  
Landing +15 minutes 
GSE (b) 
FLAGS 

















Value o f  f l a g  depends on Orb i t  configuration. 
Br ie f l y  se t t ing  GSE t o  one during phase t rans i t ions w i l l  prevent 
t ransient a1a;ms f o r  V63T1207A and V63T1407A. 
Faults are simulated by i nh ib i t i ng  the model output for the affcllted 
measurement(s) and upl inking the off-nominal value(s) from the DCM. The 
exact manner i n  which t h i s  i s  accomplished i s  covered i n  documentation f o r  
the GSIU Operating System. 
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2.3 
A l l  model outputs are functions of the inputs alone and need not  be 
I n l t l a l i z e d  since values w i l l  be calculated by the model i n  i t s  f i r s t  
cyele. The i n i t i a l  condit ion column i n  table 2 represents the ATCS fn 
a ready f o r  launch configuration and i s  f o r  reference only. 
2.4 TERMINATION REQUIREMENTS 
I N  IT I A 1  It AT I ON REQU I ROKNTS 
1 A dtscrete which represents loop 1 f l a w  through the radiator 
' (1). or flow bypassing the rad iator  (0.1. 
2.5 UNIQUE REQUIREMENTS 
2.5.1 Internal  Variables - 
the mode1 uses four internal  vnri8bles t o  determine She values o f  output 
parameters . 
I DESCRIPTIONS I 
A discrete which represents loop 2 f low through the radiator 
( l ) ,  or flaw bypassing, the rad iator  (0). 
An analog which represents loop 1 radiator  outlet temperature. 
An analog which represents loop 2 rad iator  ou t l e t  temperature. 
r -3 
2.6 ANALOG MEASUREMENTS 
Value, shown i n  the math model flowcharts are i n  GSIU counts for a l l  analog 
measurements. The math model values are seen by the f l i g h t  system as 0 t o  5 
VDC inputs. The f l i g h t  system then converts these input voltages to engineer- 
ing uni ts  using one o f  the two types of scaling equations discuswd i n  
Sections 2.6.1 and 2 . 6 . 2 .  The GSIU math model count values (or the count 
values entered a t  the DCM by the t e s t  operator) must consider the scaling 
computation done l a t e r  by the f l i g h t  software, so that  correct f l i g h t  system 
enyineerfng u n i t  values are obtained f o r  f a u l t  detection and annunciation 
(FDA), and for cockpit displays. The fol lowing two sections, 2 .6 .1  and 
2.6.2, describe the scaling equations which apply t o  t h i s  model. Section 
2.6.1 describes the scaling equation f o r  measurements which require the 
polynomial conversion method. Section 2.6.2 describes the scaling equation 
f o r  measurements which require the range l i m i t  conversion method which was 
used on STS-1. 
2.6.1 POLYNOMIAL CONVERSION METHOD 
The scaling polynomial equation used by the f l i g h t  system i s  defined i n  the 
SM FSSR. The general form of the equation i s  given as follows: 
FSEU = A. + AIX + A2X 2 + A3X 3 
where: FSEU = f l i g h t  system engineering uni ts  
X = f l i g h t  system input voltage 
Ao, A19 A2, A3 = scaling polynomial coeff icients 
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The fol lowing example shows the step by step procedure f o r  convertfng analog 
measurements from f l i g h t  system engineering uni ts  (FSEU) t o  GSIU counts. This 
procedure may be used to  calcula*e GSIU count values for fau l t  Inser t ion a t  
the DCM. 
Exampl e : 
For measurement no. V63R1100A, convert FSEU value = 2288 t o  GSIU counts. 
Step 1: 
I n  the SM FSSR, look up the measursment no. (V63R1100A) within the "SMM Data 
Requirements - Subsystems Displays" table. The measurement no. w i l /  appear 
on two consecutive pages as follows: page A w i l l  show engineering units, 
range low value and range high value, while page B w i l l  show the scal ing poly- 
nomial coef f ic ients  ( label led A*, A1, A2, A3) followed by curve order, indepen- 
dent variable, and STS f l i g h t  no. The values on page B w i l l  be of prime in te res t  
t o  do t h i s  example conversion, and w i l l  be referred t o  i n  the fol lowing 
discussion. 
Step 2: 
The coefficients w i l l  be used i n  the scaling polynomial: 
= A0 + AIX + A2X 2 + A3X 3 
FSEU 
Solve the fol lowing scaling polynomial f o r  X: 
2288 = 443.167 + 851.956X - 143.904X2 t 12.246X3 
so X = 3.846469 
Step 3: 
Notice the independent variable column label led IND VR equals 2 f o r  measurement 
no. V63R1100A. The 2 specif ies that  the independent variable X o f  the scaling 
polynomial i s  defined on a range of 0 t o  5 VDC. So X = 3.846 VDC. 
7 t i s  of in terest  t o  note tha t  i f  IND VR had been equal t o  0, X would have 
been defined on a range o f  0 t o  1023 PCM integer counts i n  which case X.would 
be equal t o  4 PCM counts, i.e. 3.846 rounded t o  the nearest integer. 
However, i n  the example being worked, X i s  defined as VDC and X = 3.846 VDC. 
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Step 4: 
Now t o  convert X VDC t o  GSIU counts, evaluate the fo l lowing equaticn which 
shows the re la t ionship between X and GSIU counts: 
GSIU counts = X 1023 , rounded t o  the nearest integer [ jTi] 
where K = 5, f o r  X defined as  VDC (INC VR = 2) and 
K = 500, f o r  X defined as PCM counts (IND VR = 0).  
fo r  the example, evaluate: 
GSIU counts = 3.846 1023 , rounded t o  the ticarest int i : ;  [ 141 
Therefore, GSIU counts = 787 counts. 
No:e t h a t  since GSIU counts are always rounded t o  the nearest integer, small 
changes w i l l  por5 ib ly  occur i n  the values o f  X -,;id consequently FSEu, when 
the reverse calculat ions are made during t e s t  operations, as the fo l lowing 
shows : 
(k) X = GSIU counts 
X = 787 X(l;z3) 
SO X = 3.846529 
And 
FSEU = 443.167 t 851.956X - 143.904X2 t 12.246X3 
FSEU = 443.167 + 851.956(3.848) - 143.904(3.848;' + 12.246 (3.848)3 
FSEU = 2288.017 
Hence when 787 GSIU counts i s  inserted f o r  measurement no. V63R1100A, a v a i i c  
of 2288.017 FSEU w i l l  resu l t .  
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2,6.2 RANGE LIMIT CONVERSION METHOD 
Several analog measurements i n  th i s  model are calculated according t o  the 
range 1 i m i  t conversion method, instead o f  the polynomial conversion method 
as described i n  Section 2.6.1 of t h i s  document. The form o f  the scaling 
equation f o r  these cases i s  given as follows: 
FSEU = LOW + GSIUCTS 
-1c)23 
(High - LOW) 
where: FSE. = flight system engineering un i ts  
GSIUCTS = GSIU math model count values 
Low = Range low l i m i t  
High = Range high l i m i t  
The fol lowing table shows a sample data value for each measurement which 
requires t h i s  type of calculat ion. The measurement I.D. i s  shown along wi th  
high and low values f o r  the parameter range. The FS column shows the data 
value i n  f l i g h t  system engineering uni ts  calculated from the CSIU counts 
marked CTS i n  the table. These measurements are marked w i th  an aster isk (*) 














LOW HIGH - 
t 
-75 175 65 573 
-75 175 70 593 
0 600 450 76 7 
0 600 375 81a 1 
I i I 
I 1 _- - .---- -- - --- -I-_ 
3.0 LOGIC FLOW DIAGRAHS 
The logic flow diagram is made up o f  interconnected lines, boxes, decisiocs, 
and offpage connectors. Notice that where analog meaiurecnents are l is ted in 
boxes and decisions, the value insidt .  the box i s  in f l i c h t  s y s t m  znsineering 
units (FSEu) while the corresponding GSIU count v?lue i s  liste? : tSic!e t x  








shows that  V45P110OA i s  set equal to 626 i s E U  which is equivalent to 534 
GSIUCTS shown outside the box. 
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4.2 OUTPUT MEASUREMEhT L IST 
Table 2 l i s t s  a l l  model outputs along with the i n i t i a l  condi t ion value for 
the output. Measurement I.D. and Measurelnent Name precede pa i rs  o f  numeric 
columns. The f i r s t  o f  each p a i r  i s  labeled FS ind ica t ing  f l i g h t  system 
engineering uni ts .  The second of each p a i r  i s  labeled CTS ind ica t ing  the GSIU 
cou':'. value corresponding t o  the FS value. 
values. VALUE 1 t y p i c a l l y  indicates nominal values. VALtiE 2 and VALUE 3 
columns ind icate o f f  nominal conditions. 
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a) LA-B-10100-1/JSC-11lt4, aflee Shuttle Systesab Handtmk OV-102. 
b) WS70-630102, Schematic Diagram - Active lhennal Control Systm. 
c) ICD-3-1603-05, Section 3.4, Interface Control Oocurnent for ATE. 
d) S076-SH-0027, Functional Subsystem Software Requi resents (FSSR-6). 
e) LEC-9485, Orbiter 102 Subsystem S i m l a t i m  Requirements. 
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1.0 INTRODUCTION 
mth models are used t o  simulate many of the Shutt le systems f o r  which hardware 
does not e x l s t  i n  SAIL. A group o f  these models are tenned non-avionic mdels 
since they do not simulate avionics equipment. The non-avionic models are needed 
t o  provide responses t o  cockpit switches, to. d r i ve  cockpit displays, and to 
supply data f o r  on-board softuare processing. The fol lowing l i s t  of non-avionic 
models w i l l  operate w i th in  the l e s t  Operations Center (TOC) Ground Standard 
Interface Unit (GSIU), 
o k i n  Propulsion System (Orbiter Portion) 
o APU/Hydraul i c  
o Active Thermal Control 
0 Atmosphere Revi t a l  i r a t i o n  (H20 Loops and PCS-Airlock) 
o Fuel Cell/Cryogenics 
o Smoke Detection 
o Uuter/bSaste Management 
Hhen the TOC Display and C o n t r o l  Module lDCt4) operator depresses the "SYS LOAD" 
key, the model programs. which are stored on the Fixed Head Disk i n  the OW, 
are automatically loaded into the &XU. The models are then activated and 
terminated by DCM t e s t  language statements. While the models are operating 
In  the GSIU, the DCM operator i s  able to i n h i b i t  one, a l l ,  o r  any cab ina t i on  
of model outputs w i t h  t e s t  language statements. This provides the DCPI operator 
with control o f  output parameter values when off-nominal conditions are desired. 
To simpl i fy the model and ease the processing load on supporting t e s t  equipment, 
the model requirements define nominal conditions only. Further, analog values 
for output parameters change i n  step fashion when responding t o  inputs, except 
when specific change rates f o r  par t i cu la r  parameters are required, The OCM 
operator i s  also able t o  a l t e r  the value tha t  the model uses to generate para- 
meter outputs. This allows the oc)4 operator t o  adjust  output parameter values 
as needed t o  sat is fy  various mission phases. 
Uheq the model i s  activated, i t  sha l l  check the input  s t imu l i  and shal l  provide 
appropriate output measurement values. It i s  preferred tha t  the model provide 
output data when the input s t imu l i  change. Bus a c t i v i t y  i s  then minimal during 
those mission phases when the s t imu l i  remain constant. However, the 6SId operating 
system may require a cyc l i c  model program i n  which case the model output ra te  shal l  
be once per second, 
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The model simulates those functions of  the Smoke Oetection (SO) subsystem i n  
the Oribter. To simpl i fy the model, only those subsystem functions needed to 
support test ing of the Shutt le avionics system are provided. 
The model receives s t imu l i  fm two d i f f e ren t  sources, the f l i g h t  system (M) 
and the Display Control Mdu le  (Om) v ia  the Signal Termination Module (STM). 
The model provides output parameter values t o  the FS v ia  the STM. Figure 1 
i l l u s t r a t e s  the data f low i n  and out o f  the model. Tables 1 and 2 l i s t  the 
impact s t imu l i  and output measurements. 
,Z.1 FUNCTIOIWL CHARACTERISTICS 
.2.1.1 Smoke Detection System (SDS) 
The SDS consists of several detector head (detector) assemblies. Each detector 
head shal l  sense any s ign i f i can t  increase i n  the gaseous or par t icu la te products 
of combustion or decomposition w i th in  the cabin or avionics bays. The log i c  
devfce shal l  use the input and send a signal t o  appropriate warning l i g h t s  on 
the detection and f i r e  suppression control  panel. The detector shal l  be designed 
to provide a warning during the inc ip ien t  stage (the s ta r t ing  phase o r  pre-smoke 
stage) o f  a potent ia l  f i r e  condit ion to permit cer ta in  cabin or avionics system 
evaluation and troubleshooting p r i o r  t o  an overheat condit ion or outbreak o f  an 





The detector function i s  t o  sense a predetermined concentration or r a t e  
o f  increase o f  concentration o f  gaseous or par t icu la te products o f  come 
bustion o r  decomposition and then, through a b u i l t - i n  log ic  unit, send 
a signal t o  the smoke detection and f i r e  suppression control  panel. The 
signal turns on the "smoke warning" l i g h t  f o r  the affected area. 
The crew, a ler ted b y  t h i s  warning may monitor the concentration 1- .el 
and s t a r t  a systematic invest igat ion of the equipment i n  the affr.,ted 
When the smoke ( inc ip ient  f i r e )  condit ion exists, the "reset" button on 
the panel may be pressed to  ver i fy  the smoke condition. 
f i r e  condj t ion has been corrected, the "smoke warning" L igh t  w i l l  remain 
off. The detector i s  now ready t o  sense a new inc ip ien t  f i r e .  In  the 
event tha t  the smoke or  inc ip ien t  f i r e  condit ion s t i l l  exists, the warning 
l i g h t  w i l l  come on again. The concentration leve l  may be monitored t o  
veri fy i f  the level  i s  increasing or decreasing during the trouble-shooting 
period. 
The detector can be interrogated i n  f l i g h t  o r  on ground f o r  an e lec t r i ca l  
operabi l i ty  check, by depressing a "circuit-test" button on the panel 
. ._-.-. area and take appropriate action. - ..- . 
If the inc ip ien t  
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A11 inputs t o  the model are from the FS (addressable a t  the STM), and f r o m  the 
OC# uplink. These s t imu l i  are acted upon immediately a t  model execution without 
regard t o  time, and conditions are simulated i n  a step function manner. 
For the sake of s impl ic i ty,  the model w i l l  do no fau l t  detection of stimuli, 
but w i l l  ac t  upon i t  as received from the FS. Therefore, any f a u l t  inser t ion  
mt include changes t o  a l l  affected parameters i n  order t o  obtain a r e a l i s t i c  
response from the model. 
A l l  subsystem output i s  simulated by the model i n  accordance w i t h  s t imu l i  from 
the FS. A l l  measurements are made avai lable t o  Systems Management (SM) and 
Faul t  Detection and Annunciation (FDS) as required. 
The s t imul i  ident i f icat ion numbers used are coded t o  provide the fol lowing 
hformat ion a t  the SAIL f l i g h t  cable/GSE/C70-1140 cable set interface. 




Exceptions t o  t h i s  code are those s t imu l i  w i t h  a 
where the connector number i s  unknown. Also the 
.. . . . WILE) 
l e t t e r  for the connector number 
s t imu l i  which comes from the 
DCM instead o f  the f l i g h t  cable do not agree w i th  t h i s  code. Signal Termination 
Module (SM) addresses f o r  both s t imu l i  and measurements are ye t  t o  be defined. 
*, 2.2 DCM UPLINK 
The value which represents the concentration o f  smoke sensed by a detector w i l l  
be input t o  the model by using PARAMS, v ia  DCM uplink. The capabi l i ty  w i l l  ex is t  
t o  provide one value per detector. 
The only other values tb be passed from tbc iiCM w i l l  be those which involve 
output suppression and fau l t  inser t ion i n  accordance w i th  the GSIU ODeratipq 
Syste? and are not a par t  o f  t h i s  document. 
- - - -  - .-  . - , . - -. . 
2.3 INITIAL I ZATION REQUIREMENTS 




8 0  
CLOSE CIRCUIT BREAKERS 6 8 7 on PANEL 016 
CLOSE CIRCUIT BREAKERS 7 dr 8 on PANEL 014 
CLOSE CIRCUIT BREAKER 7 on PANEL 015 
Parameters should be i n i t i a l i r e d  as lndlcated I n  Table 2. 
2.4 TERMINATION REQUIREMENTS 
NONE 
2.5 UNIQUE REQUIREMENTS 
2.5.1 SMOKE CONCENTRATION VALUES 
Part ic le concentration values are input t o  the model via the DCM uplink. 
Once set from the DCM, they remain constant unt i l  another value i s  uplinked. 
The DCM u t i l i t y  program 'PARAMS' w i l l  be used for  the uplink. 
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2 . 6 ANALOG MEASUREMENTS 
Values shown i n  the math model flowcharts are i n  GSIU counts f o r  a l l  analog 
measurements. The math model values are seen by the f l i g h t  system as 0 t o  5 
VDC inputs. The f l i g h t  system then converts these input voltages t o  engineer- 
ing un i ts  usi,ig one o f  the two types of scaling equations discussed i n  
Sections 2.6.1 and 2.6.2. The GSIU math model count values (or the count 
values entered a t  the DCM by the tes t  operator) must consider the scaling 
computation done l a t e r  by the f l i g h t  software, so tha t  correct  f l i g h t  system 
engineering u n i t  values are obtained for f a u l t  detection and annunciation 
(FDA), and f o r  cockpit displays. The following two sections, 2.6.1 and 
2.6.2, describe the scaling equations which apply t o  t h i s  model. Section 
2.6.1 describes the scaling equation for measurements which require the 
- polynomial conversion method. Section 2.6.2 describes the scal ing equation 
f o r  measurements which require the range 1 i m i  t conversion method which was 
used on STS-1. 
2.6.1 POLYNOMIAL CONVERSION METHOD 
The scaling polynomial equation used by the f l i g h t  system i s  defined i n  the 
SM FSSR. The general form of the equation i s  given as follows: 
= A. + AIX ApX 2 + A3X 3 FSEU 
where: FSEU = f l i g h t  system engineering uni ts  
X = f l i g h t  system input voltage 
Ao, AI, A2, A3 = scal ing polynomial coeff icients 
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The fol lowing example shows the step by step procedure f o r  converting analog 
measurements from f l i g h t  system engineering uni ts  (FSEu) t o  GSIU counts. This 
procedure may be used to  calculate GSIU count values for fau l t  insert ion a t  
the DCM. 
Exampl e : 
For measurement no. V63R1100A, convert FSEU value = 2288 t o  GSIU counts. 
Step 1: 
I n  the SM FSSR, look up the measurement no. (V63R1100A) with in  the "SMM Data 
Requirements - Subsystems Displays" table. The measurement no. w i l l -  appear 
on two consecutive pages as follows: page A w i l l  show engineering units, 
range low value and range high value, while page B w i l l  show the scaling poly- 
nomial coeff ic ients ( label led Ao, A1, A2, A3) f o l l o w d  by curve order, indepen- 
dent variable, and S i 3  f l i g h t  no. The values on page B w i l l  be of prime in terest  
t o  do t h i s  example conversion, and w i l l  be referred t o  i n  the fol lowing 
discussion . 
Step 2: 
The coeff ic ients w i l l  be used i n  the scaling polynomial: 
+ AIX + A2X 2 + A3X 3 
FSEU = A. 
Solve the fol lowing scaling polynomial f o r  X :  
2288 = 443.167 + 851.956X - 143.904X2 + 12.246X3 
so X = 3.846469 
Step 3: 
Notice the independent variable column label led IND VR equals 2 f o r  measurement 
no. V63R1100A. The 2 specifies that  the independent variable X o f  the scaling 
polynomial i s  defined on a range o f  0 t o  5 VDC. So X = 3.846 VDC. 
It i s  o f  in terest  t o  note that  i f  IND VR had been equal t o  0, X would have 
been defined on a range of 0 t o  1023 PCM integer counts i n  which case X would 
be equal t o  4 PCM counts, i.e. 3.846 rounded t o  the nearest integer. 
However, i n  the example being worked, X i s  defined as VDC and X - 3.846 VDC. 
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Step 4: 
Now t o  convert X VDC t o  GSIU counts, evaluate the following equation which 
shows the relat ionship between X and GSIU counts: 
CSIU counts = , rounded t o  the nearest integer 
where K = 5,  f o r  X defined a;, VDC (IND VR = 2 )  and 
K = 500, f o r  X defined as PCM counts (IND VR = 0) .  
For the example, evaluate: 
GSIU counts = rounded t o  the nearest integer 
Therefore, GSIU counts = 787 counts. 
Note that  since GSIU counts are always rounded t o  the nearest integer, small 
changes w i l l  poscibly occur i n  the values of X and consequently FSEu, when 
the reverse calculat ions are made during t e s t  operations, as the following 
shows : 
(4 X - GSIU counts 
SO X = 3.846529 
And 
FSEU = 443.167 + 851.956X - 143.904X2 + 12.246X3 
FSEU = 443.167 + 851.956(3.848) - 143.904(3.848)2 + 12.246 (3.848)3 
FSEO = 2288.017 
Hence when 787 GSIU counts i s  inserted f o r  measurement no. ‘d63R1100A, 2 value 
of 2288.017 FSEU w i l l  resul t .  
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2.6.2 PANG€ LIMIT CONVERSION METHOD 
NONE. 
3-1 1 
3.0 LOGIC FLOW DIAGRAMS- 
The log ic  f low diagram i s  made up o f  interconnected l ines, boxes, decisions, 
and offpage connectors. Notice tha t  where analog measurements are l i s t e d  i n  
boxes and decisions, the value inside the box i s  i n  f l i g h t  system engineering 
un i ts  (FSEu) while the corresponding GSIU count value is l i s t e d  outside the 
box. For example, the box on the r i g h t  hand below, 
shows that V45PllOOA i s  set equal t o  626 FSEU which is  equivalent t o  534 
GSIUcTs shown outside the box. 
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.4.0 TABLES 
40'1 INPUT STIMULI LIST 
Table 1 lists input stimuli t o  the SDS model i n  terms o f  ID numbers, nomenclature, 
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4.2 OUTPUT MEASUREMENT L I S T  
Table 2 l i s t s  a l l  model outputs along w i th  the I n i t i a l  condit ion value fo r  
the output. Measurement 1.0. and Measurement Name precede pairs o f  numeric 
columns. The f i r s t  o f  each pa i r  I s  labeled FS indicat ing f l i g h t  system 
engineering units. The second o f  each pa i r  i s  labeled CTS indicat ing the GSIU 
count value corresponding t o  the FS value. 
values. VALUE 1 typ ica l l y  indicates nominal values. VALUE 2 and VALUE 3 
columns indicate o f f  nominal conditions. 
I.C. indicates inSt ia l  condit ion 
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1) WS70-620102, Smoke Detection Schematic 
2) LEC-9361 , Smoke Detection Subsystem Simulation Software Specification 
3) 3(30-3-1603-05, Section 3.10 
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1 ItSTROOUCTION 
h t h  models ar? used t o  simulate many o f  the Shutt le systems f o r  which hardware 
does not e x i s t  i n  SAIL. A group o f  these models are termed non-avionic models 
since they do not S iWla te  avionic equipment. The non-avionic models are 
needed to  provide responses t o  cockpit switches, t o  dr ive cockpit displays, 
and t o  supply data for  on-board software ptxess ing.  The fol lowing l i s t  o f  
non-avionic models w i l l  operate w i th in  the Test Operations Center (TOC) Ground 
Standard Interface Unit (GSIU) . 
Main Propulsion System b(Orbi t e r  Portion) 
APU/Hydraul i c 
Active Thermal Control 
Atmosphere Revi t a l  i t a t i o n  System/H20 Loops 
Fuel Cel l  /Cryogenics 
Smoke Detection 
WaterlUaste Management. 
AGsphere Revital itation/Pressure Control System (wi th  AIRLOCK) 
I i ,/ - 
L 
When the TOC Display and Control Module '(DCM) operator depresses the "SVS 
LOAD" key, the model programs, which are stored on the Fixed Head Disk i n  
the DCM, are automatically loaded i n t o  the GSIU. The models are then 
activated and terminated by DCM t e s t  language statements. While the models 
are operamg i n  the GSIU, the DCM sperator i s  able t o  i n h i b i t  one, a l l ,  o r  
any combination o f  model outputs with t e s t  language statements. This pro- 
vides the DCM operator w i th  control of output parameter values when off- 
nominal conditions are desired. To s impl i fy  the models and ease the proc- 
essing load on supporting tes t  equipment, the model requirements define 
nominal conditions only. Further, analog values f o r  output parameters 
change in step fashion when responding t o  inputs, except when specif ic 
change rates for gar t jcu lar  parameters are required. The DCM operator i s  
also able t o  a l t e r  the value that the model uses t o  generate parameter 
outputs. This allows the DCM operator t o  adjust output parameter values as 
needed t o  sa t ts fy  various mission phases. 
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When the model i s  activated, it shal l  check the input s t imu l i  and shal l  provide 
appropriate output measurement values. It i s  preferred tha t  the model provide 
output data when the input s t imu l i  change. Bus a c t i v i t y  i s  then minimal 
during those mission phases when the s t imu l i  remain constant. However, the 
GSIU operating system may require a cyc l i c  model program i n  which case the 
model output ra te  shal l  be once Ger second. 
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2. EETAILEO REQUIREMENTS 
This model simulates those functions o f  the Uater/Waste Management (W/WMS) 
subsystem tha t  are i n  the Orbiter. To s imp l i f y  the model, only those sub- 
system functions needed t o  support test ing o f  the Shutt le avionics system 
are provided. 
M e  model receives s t imu l i  from one source, the f l i g h t  system v ia  the Signal 
Ternination Module (STM); the model provides output parameter values t o  the 
f l igh t  system v ia  the STM. Figure 2-1 i l l u s t r a t e s  the data f low i n  and out 
. o f  the model. Tables 2-1 and 2-2 l i s t  the input  s t imul i  and output 
measurements. Figures 2-2 and 2-3 i l l u s t r a t e  the general functioning o f  the 
W/HMS Subsystem. 
2.1 FUNCTIONAL CHRACTERISTICS 
2.1.1 WATER MANAGEMENT SUBSYSTEM 
The water management subsystem performs the primary functions o f  supplying 
potable water t o  the crew f o r  metabolic consumption, t o  the ATCS f lash  
evaporators for vehicle thermal control  purposes, and t o  the a i r l ock  support 
subsystem for recharging the extravehicular l i f e  support system. The water 
inagement subsystem achieves these objectives by co l lec t ing  and processing 
water produced a t  a ra te  o f  approximately 0.8 pound per kwhr by the Orbi ter  
fue l  c e l l s  before d i s t r i bu t i ng  the water t o  the various sources. 
. -  - 
Af ter  the water i s  properly treated, the potable water i s  stored i n  four  
tanks containing meta l l ic  bellows. The water i s  expelled from the tank by 
nitrogen gas supplied a t  approximately 10 psig by the atmospheric rev i ta l i za -  
t i o n  pressure control  subsystem (ARPCS) o r  $n contingency condf t ions by 
cabin atmospheric pressure. Should the fue l  c e l l  production rates exceed 
the water usage requirements and storage capabf l i ty ,  the water management 
subsystem provides the capabi l i ty  t o  dump the excess potable water overboard. 
k- 4 
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2.1.2 IIASTE MANAGEMENT SUBSYSTEM 
The waste management subsystem provides f o r  co l lect ing,  t reat ing,  and s tor ing  
fecal, urine, cabin humidity condensate, personal hygiene, and a i r l o c k  waste 
water. To accomplish these tasks, the waste management subsystem employs a 
waste c o l l e c t i o n  system which handles sol  i d  and 1 i q u i d  wastes separately. 
Sol id  wastes, such as fecal  material and t o i l e t  paper, are co l lected i n  a 
comnode o r  fecal  c o l l e c t i o n  system. 
co l lec to r  by a i r  f low and the a i r  i s  passed through a bacter ia f i l t e r  before 
return ing t o  the cabin. 
impinged on the ins ide surface o f  the c o l l e c t o r  by a s l inger  device. The 
waste mater ia l  i s  vacuum dr ied  f o r  reduction o f  mass and bacter ia control .  
In  the event the comnode malfunctions, a backup fecal  co l lec t ion  system i s  
provided. The backup system consists o f  using fecal  c o l l e c t i o n  bags. 
Fecal mater ia l  i s  d i rected i n t o  the 
The fecal  materia' enter ing the c o l l e c t o r  i s  
l i q u i d  wastes are co l lected by a urine/waste water c o l l e c t i o n  system which 
i s  comprised pr imar i l y  o f  a u r i na l  co l lector ,  water separators and waste 
storage tanks. The urZnal co l lector ,  used i n  conjunction w i t h  a fan/wate- 
separator, co l lec ts  and transfers the ur ine i n t o  the waste storage tanks. 
2.1.3 INPUT/OUTPUT 
A l l  inputs t o  the model are from the FS addressable a t  the STM. The> 
s t imu l i  are acted upon imnediately a t  model execution without regarc + I  
t ime, and condit ions are simulated i n  a step funct ion manner. Any t.;,ric 
dependent inputs must be up-linked from the TOC-DCM as an abnormality ( 0 1  
parameter value change) i n  accordance w i t h  the GSIU Operating System. 
For .the sake of s imp l ic i t y ,  the model w i l l  do no f a u l t  detec: 'on o f  s t imu l i  
but w i l l  a c t  upon i t  as received from the FS. Therefore, any f a u l t  inser t ion  
must include changes t o  a l l  affected parameters i n  order t o  obtain a realistic 
response from the model . 
1:-3 
All subsystem output i s  simulated by the model i n  accordance w i th  s t imu l i  
from the FS. A l l  measurements are made avai lable t o  Systems Management (SM) 
and Fault Detection and Annunciation (FCA) as required. 
The st imul i  iden t i f i ca t ion  numbers used are coded t o  provide the fol lowing 
informaticn a t  the SAIL f l i g h t  cable/GSE/C70-1140 cable s e t  interface. 
. 




Exceptions t o  t h i s  code are those s t imul i  wi th a l e t t e r  f o r  the connector 
number where the connector number i s  unknown. Also, the s t imul i  which 
comes from the DCM instead o f  the f l i g h t  cable do not agree w i th  t h i s  code. 
Signal Termination Module (STM) addresses f o r  both Ftimul i and measurements 
are ye t  t o  be defined. 
2.2 DCM UPLINK 
The only values passed from the DCM w i l l  be those which involve output 
suppression and f a u l t  inser t ion i n  accurdance with the GSIU.Oper&ing 
System and are not a par t  o f  t h i s  document. 
2.3 I NIT1 AL I ZAT ION 
Parameters w i l l  be i n i t i a l i z e d  w i th  the values found i n  the IC ( I n i t i a l  
Condition) column o f  Table 2. 
2.4 TERM1 NAT ION REQll I: REMENTS 
NONE 
2.5 UNIQUE REQUIREMENTS 
NONE 
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2.6 ANAL@ MEASUREMENTS 
Values shown i n  the math model flowcharts a re ' i n  GSIU counts f o r  a l l  analog 
measurements. The math model values are seen by the f l i g h t  system as 0 to 5 
VDC inputs. The f l i g h t  system then converts these input voltages to engineer- 
ing uni ts  using one o f  the two types o f  scaling eqJations discussed i n  
Sections 2.6.1 and 2.6.2. The GSIU math model count values (or the count 
values emered a t  the DCM by the tes t  operator) must consider the scal ing 
computation tone l a t e r  by the f l i g h t  software, so tha t  correct  f l i g h t  system 
engineering u n i t  values are obtained f o r  f a u l t  detection and annunciation 
(FDA), and f o r  cockpit displays. The fol lowing two sections, 2.6.1 and 
2.6.2, describe the x a l i n g  equations which apply to  t h i s  model. Section 
2.6.1 describes th? scaling equation f o r  measurements which require the 
polynomial conver .?thod. Secticn 2.6.2 describes the scal ing equation 
f o r  measurements which require the range l i m i t  conversion method which was 
used on STS-1. 
2.6.1 POLYNOhAL C!l?'VERSION METHOD 
The scaling polynomial equation 8Jsed by the f l i g h t  system i s  defined 
SM FSSR. The general form o f  the equation i s  given as follows: 
the 
= A. + AIX + A2X 2 + A3X 3 
FSEU 
where: FSEU = f l i g h t  system engineering un i ts  
X = f i i g h t  system fnput voltage 
%, Al, %, A3 = scal ing polynomial coeff icients 
?he fol lowing example shows the step by step procedure f o r  converting analog 
measurements from f l i g h t  system engineering uni ts  (FSEU) to  GSIU counts. This 
procedure may be used t o  calculate GSIU count values for f a u l t  inser t ion a t  
the DO!. 
Exanipl e : 
For measu.ement no. V6SR1100A. convert FSEU value = 2288 t o  GSIU counts. 
Step 1: 
In the SM FSSR, look up the measurement no. (V63R1100A) with in  the "W Data 
Requirements - Subsystems Displays" table. The measurement no. w i ? F  appear 
on two consecutive pages as follows: page A w i l l  show engineering units, 
range low value and range high value, while page 6 w i l l  show the scaling poly- 
nomial coeff ic ients ( label led Ao, AI, A*, A3) followed by curve order, indepen- 
dent variable, and STS f l i g h t  no. Tk, values on page B w i l l  be of prjme in te res t  
t o  do t h i s  example conversion, and w i l l  be referred t o  i n  the fol lowing 
discussion. 
Step 2: 
The coeff icients w i l l  be used i n  the scaling polynomial: 
+ AIX + A2X 2 + A3X 3 
"EU *O 
Solve the following scaling polynomial f o r  X: 
22P8 = 443.167 + 851.956X - 143.904X2 + 12.246X3 
so X = 3.846469 
Step a: 
Notice the independent variable column label led IND VR equals 2 'or lneasurement 
no. V63R1100A. The 2 specifies that  the independent variable X o f  the scaling 
polynomial i s  defined on a range o f  0 t o  5 VDC. So X = 3.846 VDC. 
It i s  of in terest  t o  note that  i f  IN0 VR had been equal t o  0, X would have 
k e n  defined on a range o f  0 t o  1023 PCM integer counts i n  which case X would 
b- equal t o  4 PCM comts, i . c  3.8t6 rounded to  the nearest integer. 
However, 'n the example being worked, X i s  defined as VDC and X = 3.846 VDC. 
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Step 4: 
Now t o  convert X VDC t o  G S I U  counts, evaluate the following equation which 
shows the relat ionship between X and G S I U  counts: 
G S I U  counts = X 103 , rounded t o  the nearest integer [ (4 
w k e  K = 5. f o r  X defined as VDC ( I N D  VR = 2)  and 
K = 500, f o r  X defined as PCM counts ( I N D  VR = 0) .  
For the examol e, eval ua t e  : . -  
G S I U  counts = , rounded t o  the nedrest integer 
Therefore, G S I U  counts = 787 counts. 
Note that since GSIU counts are  always rounded t o  the nearest integer, small 
chanqes w i l l  possibly occur i n  the values o f  X and consequently F S E u ,  when 
the reverse calculat ions are made during tes t  operations, as the fallowing 
shows: 
If4 X = G S I U  counts 
SO X = 3.846529 
And 
FSEU = 443.167 + 851.956X - 143.904X2 + 12.246X3 
FSEU = 443.167 + 851.956(3.848) - 143.904(3.848)' + 12.246 (3.848)3 
FSEU = 2288.017 
Hence when 787 G S I U  counts i s  inserted f o r  measurment no. V53R1100A, a dalue 
o f  2288.017 FSEU w i l l  resul t .  
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2.6.2 RANGE L I M I T  CONVERSION METHOD 
NONE. 
I<-1 3 
3.0 LOGIC FLOW DIAGRAMS 
The logic f low diagram i s  made up of interconnected l ines, boxes, decisions, 
and offpage connectors. Notice that  where analog measurements are l i s t e d  i n  
boxes and decisions, the value inside the box i s  i n  f l i g h t  system engineering 
u n i t s  (FSEU) while the correspondirig GSIU count value i s  listed outside the 
box. For example, the box on the r i g h t  hand belo:r, 
shows that V45P1100A i s  set equai t o  626 FSEU which i s  equivalent t o  534 
GSIUCTS shown outside the box. 
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4. TABLES 
4.1 IRPUT STIMAI LIST 
Table 1 lists input stimuli t o  the wlabcs d e l  i n  terms o f  ID numbers, 
nmmclature, stimll SOUTCC. and raw of parmeter. 
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4.2 OUTPUT MEASUREMENT LIST 
Table 2 l i s t s  all model outputs along wi th  t h e ' i n i t i a l  condit ion value f o r  
the output. Measurement 1.0. and Measurement Name precede pai rs  of numeric 
columns. The f i r s t  o f  each p a i r  i s  labeled FS indicat ing f l i g h t  system 
engineering units. The second o f  each p a i r  i s  labeled CTS indicat ing the GSIU 
count value corresponding t o  the FS value. 
values. VALUE 1 typ ica l l y  indicates nominal values. VALUE 2 and VALUE 3 
columns indicate o f f  nominal conditions. 
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1. IHlRO@CTIOr! 
Math models are used to simulate mny o f  the Shutt le systems f o r  which hardware 
does not e x i s t  i n  SAIL. A group o f  these models are t e n d  non-avionic models 
since they do not simulate avionic equipment, The non-avionic models are 
needed to  provide responses t o  cockpi t  switches, t o  d r ive  cockpi t  displays, 
and to supply data t o r  on-board software processing, The fo l lowing l i s t  o f  
non-avionic models w i l l  operate within the Test Operations Center (TOC) Ground 









Hain Propulsion System (Orbiter Portion) 
APU/Hydraul i c  
Active Thermal Control 
Atmosphere Revi ta l izat ion System 
Fuel Cell/Cryogenics - 
Smoke Detection 
Ha ter/k!as t e  Management 
Reaction Control System/Orbi t e r  Maneuvering System (RCS/OHS) 
When the TOC Display and Control Nodule (DCW) operator depresses the "SYS 
LOAD" key, the model programs, which are stored on the Fixed Head Disk i n  
the DCM, are automatically loaded i n t o  the GSIU. The models are then activated 
and terminated by DCM t es t  language statements. m i l e  the models are operating 
i n  the GSIU, the DCM operator i s  able t o  i n h i b i t  one, a l l ,  o r  any combination 
o f  model outputs with tes t  language statements. This provides the DCM operator 
wi th  control o f  output parameter values when off-nominal conditions are desired. 
To s impl i fy  the models and ease the processing load on supporting tes t  equip- 
ment, the modc! requirements def ine nominal conditions only. Further, analog 
values for output parameters change i n  step fashion when responding to inputs, 
except when speci f ic  change rates f o r  par t i cu la r  parameters are required. The 
DCM operator i s  also able to  a l t e r  the value that  the model uses t o  generate 
parameter outputs. This allows the DCM operator t c  adjust output parameter 
values as needed to  sa t i s f y  various mission phases. 
' 
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2. DETAILED REQUIREMENTS 
The RCS/onS model i s  a Rockwell application requirement impleamted via Test 
Language i n  the DCN. This model outputs those DFI parameters not found i n  the 
avionics d e l .  The d e l  receives input  from one source, the w$I. The laode1 
provides output  parameter values t o  the flight system via t h e  SW. Figure 2-1 
illustrates the data flow i n  and out of the d e l .  Table 2-1 lists the output 
mcasureinents. 
2.1 Functional Charac teri stics 
ThSs RCS/ONS nude1 is a special case function to provide the Developmental 
F l i g h t  Instrumtntatim (DFI) measurements found i n  Table 1 t o  the f l i g h t  system. 
These instrumentation measurements could not be o u t p u t  by the RCS/Orts Vehicle 
Dynamics nlodel because of the absense of a hardware interface. 
This model, therefore, does none of the RCS/O#S logic functions. I t  merely 
outputs the aforementioned measurements as static values. 
2.1.2 INPm/OUTPUT 
Any time-dependent inputs must be up-linked from the TOC-KH as an abnormality 
(or paraaeter value change) i n  accordance w i t h  the GSIU Operating System. 
For the sake of simplicity, the model will do no fault detection o f  stimul3. 
Therefore, any fault insertion must include changes t o  all  affected parameters 
i n  order t o  obta in  a realistic response from the model. 
2.2 OCM Uplink 
The only values passed from the DCM will be those which involve output  
suppression and f a u l t  insertion i n  accordance with the GSIU Operating System 
and are not  a p3rt of this document. 
2.3 Initialization 
Parameters will be initialized with the values found i n  the IC (Inftial 
Condition) colwn of Table 1. 
2.4 Termination Requirements 
None. 
2.5 Unique Requirements 
This model has no i n p u t  requirements except those from the DCM (see section 2.2  




2.6 AMLOG MEASUREMENTS 
Values shown i n  the math model flowcharts are i n  GSIU counts f o r  a l l  analog 
masu; wents. The math model values are  seen by the f l i g h t  system as 0 to 5 
YX j:,puts. The f: ight system then converts these input voltages t o  engineer- 
in? @.nits using one of the two types of scal ing equations discussed i n  
Sections 2.6.1 and 2.6.2. The GSIU math model count values (or the count 
values entered a t  the DCM by the tes t  operator) must consider the scal ing 
cornputation done l a t e r  bv the f l i q h t  software, so tha t  correct  f l i g h t  system 
engin *r ing u n i t  values are obtained f o r  f a u l t  detection and annunciation 
(FW) and f o r  cockpit dfsplays. The fol lowing two sections, 2.6.1 and 
2.6.2, describe the scaling equations which apply t o  t h i s  model. Section 
2.6.1 describes the scal ing equation f o r  measurements which require the 
polyncdal  conversion method. Section 2.6.2 describes the scsl ing equation 
for measurements which require the range l i m i t  conversion method which was 
used on STS-1. 
2.C.1 POLYNOMIAL CONVERSION METhQC 
The scaling polynomial equation used by the f l i g h t  system i s  defined i n  the 
SH I SS. The general form o f  the equation i s  given as follows: 
where: FSEU = f l i g h t  system engineering un i ts  
X = f l i g h t  system input voltage 
Ao, A;, A2, Aj  = scal ing polynomial coeff icients 
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The fol lowing example shows the step by step procedure f o r  converting analog 
measurements from f l i g h t  system engineering un i ts  (FSEU) t o  GSIU counts. This 
procedure may be used to  calculate GSIU count values f o r  f a u l t  inser t ion a t  
the DCM. 
Example : 
For measurement no. V63R1100A, convert FSEU value = 2288 t o  GSIU counts. 
Step 1: 
In the SF1 FSSR, look up the measurement no. (Y63R1100A) wi th in  the "SMM Data 
Requirements - Subsystems Displays" table. The measurement no. w i l l  appear 
on two consecutive pages as follows: page A w i l l  show engineering units, 
range low value and range high value, while page B w i l l  show the scal ing poly- 
nomial coef f ic ients  ( label led A*, AI, A2, A3) followed by curve order, indepen- 
dent variable, and STS f l i g h t  no. The values on page B w i l l  be o f  prime in te res t  
t o  do th i s  example conversion, and w i l l  be referred t o  i n  the fol lowing 
discussion. 
Step 2: 
The coeff ic ients w i l l  be used i n  the scal ing polynomial: 
= A. + AIX + A2X 2 + k3X 3 
FSEU 
2288 = 443.167 + 851.956X - 143.904X2 + 12.E46X3 
SQ X = 3.846469 
Solve the fol lowing scaling polynomial f o r  X; 
Step 3: 
Notice the independent variable column label led IN0 VR equals 2 f o r  measurement 
no. V63Rl100A. The 2 specif ies that  the independent variable X o f  the scaling 
polynomial i s  defined on a range o f  0 to  5 VDC. So X = 3.846 VDC. 
It i s  of i n t e r e s t  t o  note that  if IND VR had been equal t o  0, X would have 
been defined Gn a range of 0 to  1023 PCM integer counts i n  which case X would 
be equal t o  4 PCM counts, i .e .  3.846 rounded t o  the nearest integer. 
However, i n  the example being worked, X i s  defined as VDC and X = 3.846 VDC. 
Step 0 :  
Now t o  convert X VDC t o  GSIU counts, evaluate the fol lowing eouatfon which 
shows the relat ionship between X and GSIU counts: 
GSIU counts = X 1023 , rounded t o  the iearest  integer [ (4 
where K = 5, f o r  X defined as VDC (IN0 VR = 2) and 
K = 500 , f o r  X defined as PCM counts (IN0 VR = 0). 
For the examplc, evaluate: 
GSIU counts = 3.846 1023 , rounded t o  the nearest integer I (311 
Therefore, GSIU counts = 787 counts. 
Note that  since GSIU counts are always rounded t o  the nearest integer, small 
changes w i l l  possibly occur i n  the values o f  X and consequently FSEU, when 
the reverse calculat ions are made during tes t  operations, as the fo l lowing 
shows : 
I&) X = GSIU counts 
= 787 
SO X = 3.8413529 
And 
= 443.167 + 851.956X - 143.904X2 + 12.246X3 FSEU 
FSEU = 443.167 + 851.956(3.848) - 143.904(3.848)2 + 12.246 
FSEU = 2288.017 
3.84 3 
Hence when 787 GSIU counts i s  inserted for measurement no. V63R1100A. a value 
of 2288.017 FSEU w i l l  resul t .  
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2.6.2 RANGE LIMIT CONVERSION METHOD 
NONE. 
3.0 LOGIC FLOW DIAGRAMS 
The l og ic  f l ow  diagram i s  made up o f  interconq’ected l ines,  boxes, decisions, 
and offpage connectors. Notice tha t  where analog measurements are l i s t e d  i n  
boxes and decisions, the value inside the box i s  i n  f l i g h t  system engineering 
un i t s  (FSEu) while the corresponding GSIU count value i s  l i s t e d  outside the 
box. For example, the box on the r i g h t  hand below, 
shows that  V45PllOOA i s  s e t  equal t o  626 FSEU which i s  equivalent t o  534 




4.1 INPUT STIMULI 
NONE 
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4.2 OUTPUT PlEASUREMENT L I S T  
Table 2 lists all model outputs along with the initial condition value for 
the output. Measurement I.D. and Measurement Name precede pairs o f  numeric 
columns. The first o f  each pair is labeled FS indicating flight system 
engineering units. The second o f  each pair is labeled CTS indicating the GSIU 
count value corresponding to the FS value. 
values. VALUE 1 typically indicates nominal values. VALUE 2 and VALUE 3 
columns indicate o f f  nominal conditions. 
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